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Our lovely cover lady is Nona Landes Ourada Pilcher
(b. September 10, 1890, d. July 9, 1982). The darling baby
she is admiring is her son Frederick C. Ourada, Jr. (b.
March 18, 1910, d. May 28, 1910). Nona had three brothers: Frank, Charley, and Ralph, who died at the age of
10, and two sisters, Grace and Ella.
Nona’s father: Henry M. Landes (b. December 25,
1858, d. December 16, 1942). He was born in Champaign,
IL and died in St Joseph, MO where he is buried at MemoBaby Nona Landes
rial Park Cemetery. Henry was one of many children.
When Henry was a young boy, his parents dropped him off
at the home of Church Vaughn whose farm was in Richmond, MO. The
Vaughn family took Henry in and let him stay there. Their farm was a few
miles down the road from the home of Bob and Charlie Ford, who would
eventually become involved in the death of Jessie James.
Nona’s mother: Luvisa Green Landes (b. February 17, 1864, d. December
2, 1944). Luvisa was born in Henrietta, MO and died in St. Joseph, MO. She
is buried with her husband at Memorial Park Cemetery.
Nona’s first husband: Frederick C. Ourada, Sr. was born in East Hampton,
MA. They were married on September 8, 1908 in St Joseph, MO. Frederick
Sr. died of coronary thrombus en route to the hospital on October 6, 1952. He
is buried in the Wathena Cemetery.
Nona’s son: Frederick C. Ourada, Jr. died of bronchial pneumonia at the
age of two months and was buried in Wathena Cemetery.
Nona’s second husband: Nona later married Harry Pilcher. Nona and
Harry moved to Clackamas, OR, where Nona lived to be 92, dying on July 9,
1982. 
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Contributor Linda Landes is married to the great-nephew of Nona Landes.
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Dear Readers, we are having
some technical issues with
some of our live links.
If you get The Journal electronically and want to use a
link but get an error message,
copy the link and paste it into
your browser.
Meanwhile, we’ll keep working on this issue!

TOC 2

Leaders of the Women’s Movement
by Terry Turbak
Research assistance by John Fulmer
Alma Nash, Maryville, MO
hen Alma Nash formed an
all female concert band in
Maryville, Missouri, she had no idea
she was about to enter a national fight
in her country’s capital city, let alone
be its salvation.
Alma was the founder and teacher
at The Maryville School of Banjo,
Mandolin and Guitar on Buchanan
Street. In 1912, she asked 23 of her
ladies to form a concert band, and
trained them for the various concert
venues of the area. When she received a letter in January, 1913 from
the National Woman Suffrage Association inviting her band to participate
in the march on Washington D.C. that
March, Alma embraced the cause and
in short order her band metamorphosed into the first all-female marching band in the country.
The parade was scheduled for
March 3, 1913, the day before the
inauguration of Woodrow Wilson.
When President Wilson arrived in the
capital, he expected to be greeted by
throngs but was surprised to find few
people waiting for him. However,
almost half a million people lined
Pennsylvania Avenue, not to see their
President, but to see the Suffragist
Parade.
The original procession was to
start with the leaders of the National
Women’s Suffrage Association and a
float dedicated to the demand for a
Constitutional Amendment for
Women’s suffrage. Alma Nash’s
band was to follow the float entourage. However, as they proceeded,
they were met with jeers, catcalls,
pushes and shoves, as well as men
who threw lit cigars at them, grabbed
at them, and attempted to block their
way. Police were present, but did
nothing to protect the women, and
word came that Army troops from
Fort Myers were coming to restore
order. When the leaders saw that men

Alma Nash’s “Woman Band”
Washington DC, 1913
Visit the Nodaway County
Historical Society located at
110 N. Walnut in Maryville
to view Maye Shipps Corrough’s trombone and a
uniform worn in the parade.
Museum hours: 1-4 Tuesday
through Friday, or by appointment.
http://nodawayhistorical.net/
alma%20nash.htm
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were gathering ahead to block the
parade route, they knew they had to
do something fast. One of the officers
leading the parade rushed back to
Alma Nash and asked her band to
move to the front to lead the way.
The band marched forward into
the melee and as they hoped, the music soothed the crowd and they were
allowed to proceed unmolested from
that point forward. Behind them,
abuse continued; over 200 women
were injured and 100 were hospitalized. The nation was shocked by this
mistreatment, causing the Washington
DC chief of police Major Richard
Sylvester to be fired and a full inves-

Chief if Police Richard Sylvester

tigation by the District Commissioners. The public outcry and sympathy
enabled the next parade in May to host
over 10,000 marchers. Of them, two
thousand were men.

Without Alma Nash and her 23woman marching band, the parade
would likely have been mobbed and
halted before it went far. Because of
this determined woman from Maryville, Missouri and the emotional effect of music, the parade was saved
and history was made. Maye Shipps
Corrough, a trombone player in the
band, was in a general store in Arkoe,
Missouri in 1920 when word arrived
that women had obtained the right to
vote. She said, “I got up on the
counter and danced!”

Nellie Tayloe Ross, St. Joseph, MO

Nellie Tayloe was born in St.
Joseph, Missouri in 1876 and grew up
a sensible Missouri girl. She obtained her teacher’s certificate for
kindergarten from a two-year college
in Omaha, Nebraska and began her
professional career there. Shortly
after, she met a young lawyer named
William Bradford Ross and they married in 1902 in Cheyenne, Wyoming.
The couple had four sons, the youngest of whom did not survive past his
first year.
William Ross was an active Democrat in a largely Republican state,
so when he decided to run for office,
he found it to be a challenge. In
1922, however, he was elected Governor due to his progressive ideas that
appealed to a wide audience. Unfor(Leaders Continued on page 3)
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tunately just a month before the next
general election in 1924, Governor
Ross died of appendicitis and the Democratic leadership called his wife,
Nellie, to fill his place, making her
the country’s first woman governor,
but only by happenstance.
Wyoming as a territory had allowed women to vote since 1869 and
was the first place in America where a
woman voted in a Presidential election. In 1890, Wyoming made the
continuation of women’s votes a condition of accepting statehood. It wasn’t surprising, then, that in the general
election Nellie Ross defeated the Republican candidate, a lawyer with
connections to the unsavory oil business in Wyoming. She defeated him
by over 8,000 votes and was sworn in
as the country’s first elected female
Governor in 1925.
As Governor, Nellie Ross concentrated more on good stewardship
than politics and held respect among
journalists and other politicians.
When she narrowly lost a second
term, she went to work as the vicechairman of the Democratic National
Committee, working with the Roosevelts toward getting Democrats
elected to other offices. When Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected President in 1932, Mrs. Ross was appointed to a cabinet post in his administration, as Director of the United
States Mint, where she excelled at
reducing the cost of operations.
She retired in 1952, and stayed in
Washington D.C. to promote the role
of women in politics and speak of her
own experience as such, until her
death in 1977.
When Clarina Howard Nichols
was invited to speak in Missouri by
civic leaders in 1854, the struggle for
women’s suffrage had been discussed
for over 30 years. Ms. Nichols was a
noted advocate and lecturer from the
east, and she had settled in Kansas
looking for more fertile ground for
her ideas than she had seen in the Old
Boy Network of the East.
However, she refused the speaking engagement across the river on

the grounds that Missouri may not be
open to her opinions on abolition of
slavery, which was closely tied to her
views of women’s slavery in marriage. The businessmen who had invited her persuaded her, promising a
warm welcome and friendly ear, and

very moved by the need for change
either.

Virginia Minor, St. Louis, MO

Clarina Howard Nichols, Townshend, VT

she in turn agreed to focus on the subject of women only. She was the first
speaker on women’s suffrage in the
state of Missouri, and although her
speech was well received and attended
by the local men in St. Louis and
again in St. Joseph, she later stated
that she did not find much interest in
the subject there. No one seemed particularly opposed, but no one seemed
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It would not be until after the
Civil War that suffrage in Missouri
would catch fire. During the war,
while the men were off fighting, the
women were at home filling those
empty places with their own labor.
They formed clubs, worked actively
in the political and labor arenas, and
adopted prominence and gained respect. Much like the later surge in
women’s roles in male positions after
WWII with ‘Rosie the Riveter,’ the
post Civil War woman was more
used to being involved and holding
positions of respect and authority.
When the war was over and the men
returned, like the post-war 1950’s,
women were more vocal and self assured about their capabilities, and
wanted a voice in their futures.
The primary seat for this push for
women’s rights was in St. Louis. The
families there had Eastern ties and it
was a hub of major business and politics, and a fertile ground for progressive ideas. From this fertile ground
came Virginia Minor, born in the
East and settled with her husband in
St. Louis. When Senator B. Gratz
Brown stated in 1866 that he supported universal suffrage for the
sexes, Mrs. Minor wrote him a letter
of congratulation complete with a
number of signatures and presented it
to him when he returned from Washington D.C.
Virginia Minor and her husband
were active in the political push for
women’s suffrage, forming the
Woman Suffrage Association of Missouri and hosting lectures by national
leaders such as Susan B. Anthony
and Elizabeth Cady Stanton in 1867.
They also framed and adopted resolutions supporting the belief that excluding women from the vote violated the federal Constitution. The
premise was based on the 14th
Amendment, as well as objecting to
taxation without representation.
Mrs. Minor took that premise to
the test by being the first woman to
attempt to register to vote in the un-
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St. Joseph News-Press
July 29, 1932
A Woman’s Knowledge
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ion for a Presidential election in 1872.
The registrar refused to allow her to
register on the grounds that she was a
woman, and she then sued the registrar for denying her a Constitutional
right as a citizen. Her husband represented her, first in a lower court, then
in the Missouri Supreme Court, and
on to the Federal Supreme Court. All
three courts ruled against her, saying
the 14th Amendment did not guarantee
women the right to vote. This was the
first federal case for women’s suffrage in U.S. history.
Suffrage gained momentum in
Missouri during the late 1800’s, and
women’s clubs were formed in Kansas City, Carthage and Oregon. National conventions were held in St.
Joseph in 1898, Chillicothe in 1899,
and again in St. Joseph in 1900.
Speeches were well attended by both
men and women, and the idea received skeptical but not oppositional
responses in general. Missouri
women took part in two parades on
Washington D.C. in 1913, and support continued to grow. The tides
began to turn when stories of women
protestors being beaten, arrested and
mistreated erupted into a public outcry. Women who began hunger

strikes were held down by authorities
and force fed with a tube shoved into
their mouths and down their throats.
When these stories were published,
outrage turned to sympathy for the
cause.
In 1916, the Democratic Party
Convention was to be held in St.
Louis, and the women there decided
to form a silent protest encouraging
the Democratic leaders to include
women’s suffrage as a plank in their
platform. Adopting the colors of gold
and purple, banners were made,
sashes, umbrellas, pins and even
gowns bearing the slogan, “Votes for
Women.” Women from all over the
country lined both sides of the street
for 12 blocks from the Jefferson Hotel
where the delegates stayed, to the old
Coliseum where the convention took
place. It became known as the
Golden Lane and made national headlines. Although the plank was not
adopted by the Democratic Party that
year, the image of those thousands of
women standing silently waiting for
their chance in the national discussion
was forever embedded in the mind of
the country.
In 1892, Mrs. Minor retired from
her service due to her failing health
and advanced age, and she passed
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away two years later.
She did not live to see the
culmination of her work
in Missouri when women
were granted the vote in
Presidential and VicePresidential elections in
1919, or the passage of
the 19th Amendment in
1920. But the national
effort cannot be congratulated without the
efforts of Missouri
women, including the
names of Virginia Minor, Alma Nash, and
Nellie Tayloe Ross.
These ground breaking,
brave women of Missouri
paved the way for their
great-granddaughters to
speak, to vote and to take
their equal place in public life, and in the decisions of our country for its citizens.
The 19th Amendment was passed
in 1920, and required 36 states to ratify it before it became federal law.
The 36th state was Tennessee, in August 1920 by a narrow vote. Other
states followed sporadically, and the
last state to ratify the amendment was
Mississippi, only 29 years ago in
1984. 
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An American Alien
by Jean Riddle Martin

I grew up in the same house my
mother grew up in, on the southeast
corner of 19th and Faraon St. in St.
Joseph, Missouri, and I have fond
memories of living there. Mama
never told us much about her growing
-up years unless we prompted her.
However, one thing I do remember
her telling us was about her seeing
Grandma studying at the dining room
table…the one that now sits proudly
in my kitchen. Grandma was studying for her ‘citizenship papers,’ Mama
said, but didn’t elaborate and I never
thought to ask any questions about it.
Time moved on and Grandma passed
away in 1956.
As I said, I never thought to ask
about the circumstances surrounding
Grandma’s preparation for citizenship
until family reunion time came
around. Grandma’s family name was
White. Her name was Clara Caroline
White. My grandfather (her husband)
was Frederick August Tegeler and he
came to the United States in 1890 at
the age of 4. He came with his parents from Germany.
While delving into the family history, I found that my grandmother had
been born in Brookfield, MO on October 9, 1887. She was the second of
nine children, born to George and
Mary (Kramper) White. Grandma’s

older sister, Elizabeth, had died as a
baby and so Grandma was the oldest
living child and she, in turn, had 6
brothers and 1 younger sister.
Grandma grew up in Brookfield and
met and married my grandfather, Frederick August Tegeler, on October 4,
1914, in Brookfield. Granddad was a
railroad man all of his life. As I noted
before, he had been an immigrant
from Germany in 1890. He and his
parents, Heinrick and Williminna
(Hickstein) Tegeler, had sailed from
Bremen, Germany to New York USA
and arrived here aboard the ship,
Munchen, on July 3, 1890.
After marrying, Grandma and
Granddad lived in Brookfield and had
three children, Mabel Eloise, Frederick Jr., and Mary Elizabeth, my
mother.
Well, life moved on and the children grew up, married and had families of their own and we fast-forward
to the time when I began to do quite a
bit of exploring into family history. I
realized that the story of Grandma
sitting at the kitchen table studying for
her ‘citizenship papers’ and the story
of her birth in Brookfield, Mo. couldn’t both be true….or could they? I
decided to find out.
Along about that time, my Aunt
Honey (Mabel Eloise, my mother’s
sister) passed away and her children,
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my cousins, delved into her safety
deposit box and found original copies
of Grandma and Granddad’s Certificates of Citizenship. Grandma’s was
dated October 13, 1938 and Granddad’s was dated, March 27, 1939. It
was stated on both certificates that
their former nationality was German.
So, this was interesting.
Desiring to find an answer to this
little mystery, I discussed it with
Connie McCoy at the Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society Library in
St. Joseph, MO, where I volunteer.
Connie is the Head Librarian and she
knows everything, as far as I am concerned. She is very knowledgeable
and helpful. As I recall, Connie didn’t immediately have the answer, but
very shortly, she found a magazine
article in The Family Chronicle dated
July/August 2010 that shed light on
the mystery.
The article was entitled, “Grandma
Was An Alien!” and it was written by
Gena Philibert Ortega. In the article, she “looks at how American
women became aliens in their own
country.”
She states, “In 1907, a law was
passed that made it so that American
women derived their citizenship
status from their husbands. What this
meant for American-born women
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St. Joseph Daily Gazette June 19 & 26, 1887
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Women’s Issue Links

Elizabeth R. (Gerkin) Schneider
Submitted by James D. Quinn

Last June, my wife and I took our
annual trip to our former hometown of
St. Joseph, Missouri. On the way, we
stopped in Omaha, Nebraska to visit a
cousin of mine whom I had encountered as a result of the remarkable
event that I told about in another story:
in the fall of 2009, I was researching
the Quinn ancestral line at the Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society
(NWMGS) in St. Joseph when this
particular cousin just happened to call
the facility. I overheard my surname
mentioned on the phone by the attendant at the NWMGS, so I asked to be
put in contact with the caller. It
turned out that it was my first
cousin Mary Vaughn calling
from Omaha, Nebraska, and she
was also researching the Quinn
family.
When we visited Cousin Mary
in Omaha last June, I found that
she had invited several other
members of the Quinn family of whom I was not previously aware. Three
of these family members were children of another first cousin, Elizabeth R.
(Gerkin) Schneider, whom I had never known. I learned that she had
passed away in 2004. Her son Pat Schneider, one of the relatives I met,
had served in the U.S. Marine Corps, and because I was a former Marine,
we had a common bond. But what I had not known was that his mother, my
late cousin, had been a woman Marine during WWII. Pat had a picture of
his mother that had been taken when she was in the service.
I later did a Google search on the name of Elizabeth (Gerkin) Schneider and found her listed in a book of the Women Marines Association. I
also found a website (http://www.leatherneck.com/forums/showthread.php?
t=18058) that gave a short biographical sketch of her, which I will briefly
summarize here: She had been born in St. Joseph, Missouri and earned a
degree from the University of Missouri. She taught for a year in Kansas,
and later worked as a substitute teacher in Omaha’s Catholic school system.
She served in the Marines during WWII. She competed in the Senior
Olympics and Cornhusker State Games where she earned several medals in
swimming and track-and-field events.
Looking at my genealogy chart, I see that Elizabeth (Gerkin) Schneider was the daughter of one of my paternal aunts, Rose Marie (Quinn)
Gerkin. Elizabeth was listed in census records as Betty Jean Gerkin.
Betty is a common nickname for Elizabeth, and I was told by her son Pat
that the R. was for Regina.
I regret the fact that I was not previously aware of the existence of this
most interesting cousin, even though I had traveled through or near Omaha
for about fifty-five years when she was alive. How often it is in life that we
pass each other, unseen, like two ships that pass in the night, as the expression goes. 
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

Rosie the Riveter: Real Women
Workers in World War II:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=04VNBM1PqR8
Library of Congress, the Nineteenth
Century: http://www.loc.gov/rr/news/
topics/nineteenth.html
Women’s Rights National Historical
Park:
http://www.nps.gov/wori/index.htm
Rosie the Riveter WWII Home Front
National Historical Park:
http://www.nps.gov/rori/index.htm
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“Illegal and Criminal” Operations
Compiled by Kelly Alvarado
Sometimes a news article will mention that a woman died as a result of an “illegal” or “criminal operation,” the couched terms for
“abortion” prior to the Roe vs. Wade court decision making abortion legal and safe. For your consideration, we present two cases of
young women who died of illegal operations in the 20th Century: Bernetta Coleman (by Dr. Fenton R. Goodson, 1921) and Josephine Allen (by Dr. W. E. Pentz, 1901).

St. Joseph Observer

St. Joseph Observer

June 26, 1920

June 11, 1921

St. Joseph Observer
Oct. 16, 1920

Another Four-Year Sentence….
St. Joseph News-Press

Oct. 29, 1935

St. Joseph News-Press
January 1, 1928
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Bernetta
Coleman’s
original death
certificate (top)
and the amended
version (bottom).
The supplemental
death certificate
shows her body
was to be removed
from the city
cemetery to
Ashland Cemetery,
but
FindAGrave.com
records show her
interred at the city
cemetery.
FindAGrave.com
records are usually
developed from a
list of interments,
which is accurate,
but sometimes
bodies are moved,
as in this case.
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St. Joseph Gazette
January 1, 1928

St. Joseph Gazette-Herald
March 31, 1901

Transcript:
Josephine Allen, eighteen years old, died at noon
yesterday at the Ensworth Deaconess Hospital. Death was due to peritonitis. The girl was taken
to the hospital last Monday morning in charge of her
sister. They came from Union Star, Mo. , where their
father, George Allen, is a prosperous farmer. The
girls were unaccompanied, so far as known to the
hospital authorities. Miss Allen was then in a critical
condition. She grew rapidly worse until the time of
her death. Her father was with her when she
died. Her physicians say that they are not positive as
to what led up to her condition at the time she came
to St. Joseph. Coroner Doyle has not taken any action in regard to her death. The body will be sent to
Union Star this morning. 
St. Joseph Gazette-Herald
April 2, 1901

Transcript:
Dr. W. E. Pentz of Union Star, Mo. , is under arrest
on a charge of manslaughter in the first degree. He is
now in St. Joseph , having been released on bond at
Maysville, to which place he was taken from Union
Star. The arrest grew out of the death of Miss Josephine Allen, eighteen years old, who died in the Ensworth Deaconess Hospital in this city on Saturday. The body was taken to Union Star for burial,
Sunday.
Until three months ago Dr. Pentz was a practicing
physician in St. Joseph. He moved to Union Star
from here. He was a prominent young Republican
and was a candidate for nomination on the Republican ticket for coroner last fall. He was defeated by
Dr. L. C. Sampson. He has employed T. B. Allen of
this city as his attorney. His preliminary hearing will
be held at Maysville next Friday.
“The defense has no fears as to the result of the
trial,” said Mr. Allen yesterday. “It is an extremely
unfortunate position for a young man to be placed in,
but we will prove his innocence.”
When seen, Dr. Pentz refused to make a statement
further than to say that he has no fears as to the outcome of the case.
Miss Allen came to St. Joseph about two weeks
ago, it is said, and a week ago entered the hospital. She stated before she died that a St. Joseph physician had performed an operation on her. Who the
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

doctor was she could not state, but she thought he
lived in the southern part of the city, she said.
An autopsy was held on Saturday afternoon by
Doctors T. E. Potter and Elam. The verdict was that
the girl had come to her death from blood poisoning,
the result of a criminal operation. The examination
was conducted at the suggestion of W. K. Randolph,
who was retained as attorney by George Allen, father
of the girl.
Coroner Doyle was indignant as to the way the examination was conducted as he stated that it was
plainly the case for the corner [sic] to investigate. However he did not hold the body of the girl
Sunday morning, at which time it was sent
away. There was some talk of having the body returned to St. Joseph for an inquest. Mr. Allen, attorney for Dr. Pentz, said last night that this will not be
done as a committee of local physicians, including
Doctors Wallace, Heddens, Gray, Weymann and
others had made an examination yesterday afternoon
and reported to the satisfaction of the defense.
It was stated yesterday that the feeling against the
man who is held responsible for Miss Allen’s trouble
is very high at Union Star and talked of lynching
were freely indulged in. The suspected man was in
St. Joseph last week remaining here until a few days
before the girl died, when he left for parts unknown.
The dead girl was a daughter of George Allen a
farmer living about a mile southwest of Union
Star. The family is poor but respected. 
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One Woman’s Genealogy Journey
by Evelyn Wellman

I have researched my family for 35 plus years, and
having found them all over the country, I yearned to take a
trip to all the places they called home to see what I might
find in their stomping grounds. Finally, I got my chance to
go last year, and what I learned was that you can’t just
jump into the car and go—a trip like this has to be planned
for maximum organization.
Preparation at home included typing up a new address
book with only family members in it, making them easy to
find in a hurry. To keep my cousins interested and engaged, I made a photo album from our Washington families reunion last May and labeled all the pictures so Kansas
cousins could browse it at their leisure while I was visiting
elsewhere. To keep myself organized, I took a small
binder with family group sheets and pedigree charts that
fold down to about a 4 x 6 inch size, a shoebox with stapler, tape, magnifier, paperclips, pencils, eraser and all the
office supplies I could imagine needing. I also invested in
a handheld recorder that can be fed into a computer later so
that I could record the cousins’ stories and verbal documentation. Last but not least, I took a GPS with
me. (Editor’s note: is that a GrandPa Searcher?)
Having several policemen in the family, it was suggested that I put a can of hornet and wasp spray in the beverage holder beside the passenger side so it was within
reach at all times. Whenever I settled in for the nights in
motel rooms, I took the spray can in with me and set it beside the bed by the clock. Hornet spray is made to shoot a
good 15 feet and if sprayed into the eyes of an attacker, it
will not blind him permanently but will give a potential
victim time to get away. Thankfully, I never had to use it
in my 45 nights in motels, but I'm still carrying that can in
my car now that I’m back home.
My greatest hope was to meet some of the distant cousins from the marriages into our SAMUEL TOWNSEND
CARPENTER line—and maybe even receive the clues
that would help us crack our brick wall: three generations
of trying to find the name of Samuel Townsend Carpenter’s father, whose mother was MARIA CARPENTER
MEAD from Orange County, NY; the elder Carpenter
was born in 1806, a time when records were scarce, so he
has eluded our search.
My planning began with the arrangement of the interior of my car, a Ford Escape, which has a large cargo area
when the back seats are folded down. To protect the area, I
laid down a sturdy piece of Naugahyde all the way from
the back hatch door to the back of the front seat. Then the
loading began. I carried an ice chest for food and drinks on
the road, and filled three plastic drawer stackers full of
clothes for changing seasons—after all, I was going to be
gone long enough to see the seasons change, a daunting
idea. I loaded the stackers along the sides with their drawNorthwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

ers facing in. Along with my seasonal clothes, the drawers
also contained first aid and medical supplies, and hostess
gifts I’d wrapped for each cousin who had agreed to house
me as an overnight guest along the way. Other than these
drawer units, one small suitcase and one overnight bag was
all I took. That way when invited to be an overnight guest,
I would take in only the suitcase and overnight bag, unless
we were going to talk ancestors, and then I would also take
the pertinent file case.
For trips into various libraries to search for family records, I carried color coded plastic file carriers, four in
all. One was for the Small-Hall and Pattee-Williams
families (my three sons’ paternal lines) to study in the
Sheridan, WY area. Another was for the CarpenterBrittain families in Doniphan County, KS and Buchanan
County, MO. Another held the Case-Blatchley families in
northeast Kansas, and the fourth one I called Locality Files,
containing a hanging file folder for each town I would be
spending time in to gather material from libraries, courthouses, or from generous cousins who had copies unfamiliar to me. I took this Locality Files carrier into libraries
with me, and then spent my motel evenings sorting and
arranging the contents. They also served another purpose
while I drove the highways and byways: I stored them between my drawer units, where they kept the drawers from
popping open.
Starting from my Spokane, WA home, I struck out east
on a windy, snowy, rainy day, headed for Bozeman, MT on
the first leg of a dream trip that would last three months
and take me across the country to Missouri, Kansas, and
even Oklahoma. I had already made arrangements for several overnight stays with various cousins along my route. I
would be visiting remaining aunts and uncles now in their
late 80’s and early 90’s, re-bonding with many cousins,
some of whom I hadn't seen since we were in our teens.
As poet Robert Burns said, “The best-laid schemes o’
mice an’ men gang aft agley,” and true to his truism, my
plan to spend two days at the LDS library in Salt Lake at
the end of my trip had to be postponed due to an eye infection which took me straight back towards home. But still, I
managed to turn up a lot of information, and I am still
processing the material I retrieved. A big part of my heart
is still in Kansas, which I fell in love with, as well as with
its people! My memories go back there almost hourly. I
was so blessed by this wonderful once-in-a-lifetime trip!
Did we find Samuel Townsend Carpenter’s father? No.
That will probably take me on a trip to Orange County,
NY. Lord willing.
If you are one of the many lovely volunteers or staff
who helped me in any way, then and now, I am truly
grateful!
Affectionately, Evelyn CARPENTER Small 
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Women of Andrew County
Cover and Sample Page

The NWMGS owns a wealth of
publications that will help you in
your genealogy research. If you
see your family surnames in this
index of our book Women of
Andrew County, please drop by and
peruse this publication in the
library.
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The Runyan Sisters
by Kelly Alvarado

hile brainstorming story ideas
for this edition of The Journal,
I recalled the Who’s Who in St. Joseph from 1929. In my imperfect
memory, I recalled there only being
one or two women in this entire book.
Researching those two women became a goal of mine—what made
them so special as to be included with
hundreds of men? Surely they must
have an impressive list of accomplishments! The researcher blood in my
veins couldn’t wait to get started!
But…. Once the book was in my
hands, I realized my memory had deceived me. Dozens and dozens of
women were listed in this treasure of
a book. Deflated that my original
intent was not to be realized, I began
to flip through the pages and soon
realized what a gold mine I was holding.
The book is not your typical
“biographical sketch” of the wealthy
and influential, filled with flowery
compliments of all they have
achieved for the good of the county.
Instead, I found it to be a genealogists’ dream. Indeed, the introduction
even states that the value of the book
will not be realized for years to come.
Each entry includes the person’s full
name, birth date, place of birth, parents’ names (including maiden name
of the mother), date of birth of the
parents, date of death if applicable,
place of birth for their parents, education, spouse and marriage information, children, social clubs, professional achievements/honors and so
much more. I spent hours browsing
through this wonderful book just
reading facts about those who were in
St. Joseph during this wonderful period of its history. I also realized that
it was not only the wealthy of the city
in its pages, another unusual feature.
To be sure, the book does not list the
“blue collar” workers, but it contains
a multitude of teachers and others of
ordinary means.

Note: the surnames in this image are not
included in the Surname Index.
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(Runyan Continued on page 15)
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Charlotte Runyan, 1930

ladies? How long did they
teach dance? Did they all
marry and have children, as
one would expect from
young ladies of their time?
Their story was waiting to
be discovered.
Taking the information
about their parents from the
Who’s Who book, I began a
tree on Ancestry.com. In
short order I was able to
find the family in the 1910
and 1920 census, on Renick
Street. Along with the
three girls, the Runyans
also had two boys, James
Lawrence and John Quinlan. I discovered that Ruth
and John were twins. Their
father having passed in
1923, I searched for his
death certificate online, but
to no avail. I thought this
very odd, considering it
was very clearly stated that
he died in St. Joseph.
However, mindful that not
everything published in a
book is fact, I sought out

his obituary to help resolve the matter.
Typically, an obituary appears the
day after a person’s death, maybe two
days, and in the St. Joseph newspapers, they are normally listed under
the Daily Record. However, Mr.
James Runyan was not to be found in
those usual places. Resorting to the
back of the newspaper, near the classifieds, I finally discovered his funeral notice. The newspaper had his
named incorrectly spelled as
Runyon, so I went back to the online
death certificates and using that incorrect spelling, found his death certificate, as well as that of his wife,
Mary Florence (Quinlan) Runyan.
With her death certificate in hand, I
went back to the newspapers and
found her obituary. Because she died
in 1959, I assumed that all three girls
would be married by then and her
obituary would set me on the correct
path. And it did . . . but only in a limited way. Ruth was listed as Mrs.
Ruth Hibler, while the other two sis(Runyan Continued on page 16)

(Runyan Continued from page 14)

About 30% of the subjects have
a picture included with their biographies. Once over my misplaced disappointment that so
many women were listed (after
all, that’s a GOOD thing), I decided that all was not lost and I
had only to pick from among the
many marvelous subjects . . . but
who? Over the course of several
days I picked the book up many
times, but my attention kept coming back to page 120 and three
particularly young and interesting
women: Mary Charlotte, Ruth
Elizabeth and Helen Francis
Runyan, sisters, and proprietors
of the Runyan School of Dance.
Their father having already
passed, I suspected the girls had
probably started the school at
such a young age to help support
their family. The genealogist in
me kicked in—what had happened to these three beautiful
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

A page from the family scrapbook, shared by Dick Baker
Charlotte’s son.
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ters were listed by their husbands’
names, Mrs. J.H. Geis and Mrs. R.C.
Baker. This was a breakthrough for
tracking Ruth, but I did not know
which sister had married which of the
other two gentleman. The obit did
however give me locations of these
other two sisters, so I knew they had
moved to Kansas City and to Champaign, IL.
Using the St. Joseph city directories, I tracked the girls until each one
disappeared from the listings. Using
that time frame information, I proceeded to the marriage licenses and
quickly sorted out who married whom
and at what time. Mary Charlotte

married Robert Baker on Christmas
day, 1933. Ruth Elizabeth married
Louis Joseph Hibler on 19 Feb 1944.
And Helen Francis married Louis
Henry Geis on 21 June 1941. This
coincides with the details of the 1940
census and the city directories.
Searching the Social Security Death
Index, I found the date of death for
Ruth and her husband Louis, as well
as Helen and her husband Louis.
With obits, I was able to determine the
names of their children, and in
Helen’s case, that her son had predeceased her. Mary Charlotte remained
a mystery. None of the obits for the
family gave the details that genealogists crave. Ruth’s obit in 1993 men-

tioned only that she was predeceased
by one brother and one sister, and
mentioned one sister surviving, but
without names. After finding Helen
had died in 2002, I was left with the
inescapable conclusion that Mary
Charlotte had been the first of the
three to die, but I still had no idea
where or when. However, I did know
that she was in Champaign, IL upon
her mother’s death.
The picture of Ruth Runyan in the
1929 Who’s Who was really the one
that captured my attention. The smile
on her face and the light in her eyes
gave such an impression of a “fun”
person—one who is perpetually smiling and makes everyone happy to be
with her. Ruth’s life seems to be the
easiest to discover. She stayed in St.
Joseph, became a mother of two children, and continued to operate the
dance studio for over 40 years. She
lived in the house she grew up in on
Renick Street for many years, and
moved to the house next door many
years later, until she moved to a
health care facility in Savannah,
where she passed away at the age of
82, in 1993. She touched the lives of
hundreds of young girls with her love
for dance. I’ve talked to a few of
those who were her students, and was
elated to find that they all have the
same memory of her as I did from
that first impression of her photograph—she was a fun-filled spirit
who enjoyed life and was loved by
many. It is also worthy to note that at
the time of the 1929 book, she was
just 18 years old, and undoubtedly the
youngest of the subjects listed
throughout the book.
Helen Runyan married Louis
Henry Geis, the son of German immigrants, in St. Joseph in 1941. He
grew up just blocks from the Runyan
family, and attended the same church.
Louis went on to serve in the Army
and graduated from the University of
Nebraska. He became an architect
and designed the East Hills Mall,
among many other edifices. The
Geis family moved to Kansas City
and lived on the Plaza for several
years, then moved to Leawood, KS,
(Runyan Continued on page 17)
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where they made their home, adopted
and raised three children, and remained until their deaths, Louis in
1975, and Helen in 2002 at the age of
93. Helen’s obituary mentions her
many contributions to charitable
causes, but nothing of her history as a
dance teacher. I was able to contact
her daughter, Nannette, who states
that she did hold dance classes in the
basement of their home from 196769. Helen was preceded in death by
her son Mark in July of 2002.
Mary Charlotte remained a mystery.
I know she married Richard Baker in
St. Joseph on Christmas day 1933.
According to her mother’s obituary,
in 1959 she lived in Champaign, IL.
However, with a common last name
of Baker and so many years of unknown locations, she was going to be
the biggest challenge. I scoured many
records, each of which could be her,
but nothing concrete arose. Using the
other trees on Ancestry.com, I contacted the one person who seemed to

have the most amount of information;
she had living children’s names of the
two brothers, and she had the Runyan
surname, which seemed to be the best
chance of locating a living relative
who might help me with “the rest of
the story” on Mary Charlotte.
To my delight, the owner of the tree
on Ancestry.com not only received
my request for help, but took the initiative to forward it to a family member to ask for help in filling in the
gaps. The family member in question
is Trish, the daughter of John Quinlan
Runyan, Helen’s twin brother. To
my great delight she was able to fill in
some information, and also forwarded
my request to her other cousins and
request their assistance as well. I was
so excited to be on the path to finding
out about Mary Charlotte! Surely one
of these cousins could tell me what
happened to her. Where did she end
up? Did she teach dance at all? Did
she return to the St. Joseph area in
later life?
And then…. Two of Mary Char-

lotte’s children, Richard and Mary
Ann, responded to the request for
information on their mother. Richard
provided me with a picture of his
mother in a dance costume from
1930, and other items from the family
scrapbook – the girls at Bean Lake,
and at the venerable Frog Hop. Mary
Ann and Richard provided more details about her mother, cousins, and
nieces and nephews. And finally –
the rest of the story on Mary Charlotte!
In 1946 Charlotte and her four children joined her husband in Champaign, IL, where he had gone a year
earlier to begin his career with the
local newspaper. While the children
remember yearly visits to St. Joseph,
the family never returned permanently. Once settled in her new
home, Mary Charlotte did begin a
new dance studio and taught for several years. She passed away in July
of 1984, her husband Robert Baker
(Runyan Continued on page 18)

Five of seven Runyan daughters at a reunion in 2005 in Florida. Coming from Kansas, Missouri, Illinois and Florida. Left to right: Mary Ann Baker
Shaw, Mary Lynn Runyan Sheehy, Trish Runyan Whisler, Bonnie Baker Kelly, Cathy Hibler Schmitt.
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(Runyan Continued from page 17)

in 1986, both in the Champaign/
Urbana area, where they are interred.
The children and grandchildren of
the Runyan sisters (and brothers!)
went on to varied careers. The cattle
industry ran deep in the veins of the
male Runyans, while others became
an author, college professor, business
owner, teacher, engineer, Secretary of
Agriculture for the State of Missouri,
and a dentist—unlikely professions
for the descendants of the dancing
sisters.
However, Mary Charlotte’s daughter Mary Ann took up the family business, teaching dance and baton twirling, until she joined the ranks of career women at TWA in 1961. When
she became pregnant, TWA corporate
policy of the time forced her termination, but after the Supreme Court ruling that such policies were discriminatory, she rejoined TWA for another
10 years. Ruth’s daughter, Catherine,
also taught dance at the Runyan

The Runyan girls learned to dance from Edward “Poppa” Prinz, the
son of German immigrants, who operated a dance studio in St. Joseph
at the turn of the century.
According to Mary Ann Baker, Poppa Prinz used to tap his cane on
the floor “and occasionally on their legs while they were in toe shoes.”
When the girls grew up and opened their own dance studio, it became
a competitor of the Prinz Dancing Academy, operated at 222 ½ S. 6th
St. in St. Joseph in 1898, but moving to various locales over the years.
The 1902 and 1904 St. Joseph City Directories show that Edward
Prinz published a periodical called The Dancing Master, with an address of 312 Francis St.
Edward “Poppa” Prinz was the father of Leroy Prinz and Edward
Prinz, Jr. both of whom gained fame in Hollywood as choreographers
and dance instructors. Leroy won an Oscar in 1946 for his direction of
A Boy and His Dog.
The elder Edward’s obituary in the New-Press runs a full column and
gives an impressive list of his accomplishments as an instructor, also
noting that upon his retirement in 1950, he was sent congratulations by
“Bob Hope, Wallace Beery, Clark Gable, Shirley Temple, Ronald
Coleman, Jack Benny, Bing Crosby, and Claudette Colbert.” 

(Runyan Continued on page 19)
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School through high school and college, before joining TWA as well.
John’s daughter Patricia (Trish)
opened a Runyan School of Dance in
Topeka in 1955, at just 15 years of
age. So the dancing sisters’ legacy
lived on, as the love of dance ran deep
in the veins of the Runyan females.
The story of the Runyan family is
the same as that of yours and mine—
people moved on, married, had children and careers. I am so very grateful that the picture of those three
lovely ladies caught my attention, and
that their descendants were so willing
to share the memories, and together
we can remember the effect they had
on so many others. 
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL
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Tracking Extended Family—It Matters!
by Richard T. Clark

I have been in search of ancestors
for over 35 years. It is a neverending task and one that must catch
your interest if you are to persist. I
learned early that it takes time, but we
can learn much from looking at our
uncles, aunts, and cousins, no matter
the generation number. Strictly following the main branch of your tree
often leads to branches that are truncated or just plain missing. Sometimes following other relatives can
help clear some of these roadblocks.
Finding Lineal Relatives by
Finding Distant, Living Cousins
My grandfather Sidney O. Clark
was born in Michigan. He moved to
Cheyenne, Wyoming in 1882 with his
parents George W. Clark and Maria
(Brower) Clark, and several siblings.
That was about all my father, Ralph
Clark, knew when I became interested in family history in the mid and
late 1970s. At that time I was living
in Lincoln, Nebraska and the internet
was still only a figment of someone’s
imagination. My father, who lived in
Cheyenne, suggested that I contact
one of his first cousins who lived in
California since my father understood
that this cousin had an interest in the
family history. I followed through
with many snail mail letters, back and
forth. My dad’s cousin, Walter
Clark, told me that he thought his
father (my grandfather) had been born
in Conway, Michigan. Searching
census microfilm, I discovered that
Conway, where they were born, was a
township in Livingston County, just
east of Lansing, Michigan. I was also
told by this cousin that my greatgrandfather George had a sister, Mary
Ann. She had married a Chambers
who had died as a result of the Civil
War.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s,
my job often took me to Washington,

DC where I was usually by
myself in the evenings. I
soon discovered that the National Archives Research facilities were open until 10
p.m. and that the Civil War
Pension files index on microfilm was located in the Archives (now accessible via the
internet). So I began perusing
those for the last name of
Chambers. I got lucky and
found a reference to the pension file for the widow of
Ahijah Chambers who happened to be named Mary
Ann. And Ahijah had served
from Michigan. So off to
find the original widow’s
pension file also located in
the National Archives. It was
apparent when I saw the file
that I had the correct family.
As I scanned the information
in the file, I noticed a letter to
George W. Clark and Maria (Brower) Clark
the Pension Bureau in DC
Cheyenne, Wyoming circa 1886
from a lady named Estella
Philo, dated, November 6, 1925, and
maiden name was Philo. And low
inquiring about possible pension
and behold another letter from anbenefits from her father’s service in
other Lansing lady arrived about the
the Civil War. The Commissioner,
next day. Her maiden name had been
Winfield Scott, had responded to her
Chambers. To keep a long story
to let her know that the pension benefrom getting any longer, the ladies
fits for minor children terminated
who wrote to me lived near each other
when they turned 16 years of age.
in Lansing. Ethel Gasche was the
The important thing for me was that
granddaughter of Estella Chambers
Ms. Philo lived in Lansing, Michigan
Philo. And Donna Grades, Ethel’s
and luckily, the last name was not
second cousin, was the granddaughter
common.
of one of Estella Philo’s brothers. In
Later my job took me to the Lansany case both of these ladies had reing area, so I looked in the phone diceived a copy of my letter from anrectory for someone with the last
other cousin to whom I had randomly
name of Philo, and I found perhaps a
written.
half dozen or so (of course no Estella
It turned out that these ladies, my
since she would have died long before
third cousins, became my good
1980). I randomly picked a name and
friends and were extremely helpful
wrote a letter. After several months
with our family research. It seems
with no response, I decided that my
that their great-grandmother Mary
letter had met a dead end. Then one
Ann (Clark) Chambers, was the
day I received a letter from a lady
family contact and a bit of a pack rat!
whose last name was not Philo but
She had saved original letters from
instead, Gasche. However her
(Tracking Continued on page 21)
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her siblings and others that dated back
before the Civil War. And successive
generations had also retained this information. Two of these letters had
been written by my greatgrandparents Clark when they were
living in Cleveland, Ohio. I had already figured out that my great grandparents Clark had lived in Cleveland
around 1860 and that my greatgrandfather Clark had served a 3
month stint in an Ohio unit, early in
the Civil War. But I had never understood why they were in Cleveland.
The letters helped solve the mystery.
They were written after George W.
Clark had been in the Civil War and
while he was back in Cleveland working. The letters made it clear that
they were living there so that my
great-grandmother Maria (Brower)
Clark, could help care for her father,
Isaac Brower, who was ailing. The
second letter stated that her father had
died and from the letter dates, I was
able to determine his death date. That
determination was made many years
ago and I have yet to locate any definitive reference to his death other
than that which I gleaned from that
letter. I have located the records of a
cemetery plot in Cleveland’s Monroe
Cemetery, purchased by Isaac Brower
at a time close to his death date. It is
not clear that he is buried there but
other family members are buried
there, and notations made in the records make it likely that this also his
burial place.
In addition to the letters from my
great-grandparents to Mary Ann, I
located letters from George W.
Clark’s siblings and friends of Mary
Ann’s from New York State. My
great-great-grandparents Clark
moved from Ontario County, New
York in 1850, a fact that census and
land records helped authenticate.
Also in the trove of information that
these two ladies shared were family
pictures, many that I had not seen.
They also had pictures of people
whom they did not know but that I
did, and vice versa. Needless to say,
my excursion into the life of a greatgrand aunt via third cousins proved

very rewarding and provided me with
information about my lineal ancestors
that I would not have found otherwise. And just as important, I met
other branches of my family and thus
developed new friendships with those
who shared my interest.
Finding Lineal Relationships Using
Pictures, Census Clues and the
Internet
The development of the internet
has been a major help to genealogy.
It has expedited finding census and
many other records that are
either online or indexed
online with the opportunity
to order copies of the original record. In the Fall 2012
issue of The Journal of the
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society, Pamela
Dandurant Montgomery
wrote a very useful article,
Solving Genealogy Mysteries through Photographs.
The following discussion
begins with pictures, and
details again the importance
of following extended family.
One of my stumbling
blocks for learning about my
father’s family has been that
the Clark and allied families
were in New York State long
before New York began systematically recording marriage, death and birth records. Land and probate records are
available but if our ancestors did not
own land, finding original records in
the 1700s and 1800s is quite difficult.
The 1850 and subsequent Census records have helped but they do not replace records that can establish, with
any degree of certainty, relationships
beyond the immediate family shown.
My dad’s cousin Walter, mentioned above, shared a copy of a picture of Johnnie Brower. On the back
of the picture someone had written,
“dad’s cousin.” Now I already knew
that my great-grandmother Clark’s
maiden name was Brower, but I did
not know how Johnnie tied in.
The picture did help me identify a

Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

man whom I did not know, in another
picture from my grandparent’s picture
album. It was clear that my unidentified man was Johnnie Brower. But in
my ongoing research of the Brower
family I had never established anyone
named John. 1850 Census records for
Ontario County New York had identified most of the family of my greatgreat-grandfather Isaac Brower including the given name of his wife,
Mary. The family in 1850 consisted
of Isaac, Mary and children—
Andrew, Maria, Robert and Minerva.

Johnnie Brower,
my Grandfather’s First Cousin
I also located this Brower line living
in Cleveland, Ohio in the 1860 Census now with only Robert and Minerva living at home with Isaac and
Mary. Maria had married my greatgrandfather George W. Clark in
1855. They were living near Isaac,
which is consistent with the letters I
had received from my extended family. I eventually located Andrew
Brower also living in Cleveland but
there was no John in his family.
Robert Brower was also located, but
no John in his family either. So John
was a big mystery. And another mystery was what had become of my
great-grandmother Mary after Isaac
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died in 1861.
Upon reexamining my pictures one
day, I discovered that the picture of
Johnnie Brower had been taken at the
A. L. Kent Studio in Big Rapids,
Michigan, in Mecosta County.
Searching census records for John
Brower in that county was successful.
I located a John K. Brower living
there beginning in the 1900 Census.
Furthermore I located him as a child,
living with his father and mother,
John B. and Phoebe Brower in the
1870 and 1880 census for Oceana
County Michigan. My next stop was
a visit to the Mecosta County Genealogical website via MiGenWeb since
John K. Brower was living there as
an adult. I contacted a volunteer on
the website who found a biography of
John K. Brower in a book locally
published in 1906, Big Rapids History. From the article which included
a picture of John, it was clear that this
was my elusive Johnnie Brower.
This volunteer not only snail mailed
me a copy of the article but also sent
pictures of associated landmarks,
cemetery records, a picture of the
Brower grave markers, and funeral
home records. From this information
it was clear that John B. Brower, was
the father of John K. Brower, who in
his biography mentioned living for a
while in Cheyenne, Wyoming and
being a member of the firm Clark
and Brower.
The pieces were starting to fall into
place. I eventually obtained copies of
obituaries for John K. Brower and
his wife, Ida. Burial records from
Rogers-Mohnke Funeral Home, Big
Rapids, Michigan, stated that John B.
Brower’s parents were Isaac and
Mary (Fuller) Brower. I not only had
found another brother to my greatgrandmother Clark, but I now had a
maiden name for her mother. Included in the information from the
Mecosta website volunteer was a picture of John B. Brower’s headstone.
Next to the marker was a flag in the
traditional Civil War service holder.
Again, a picture clue!
By now the Civil War service and
pension file indexes were on the inter-

net. A search turned up a pension
record for John B. Brower from
Michigan. I ordered the file and it
was indeed the correct file. It did not
shed light on John’s ancestral lines,
but it did show that he too had lived
in Cheyenne, Wyoming in the early
1890s and that he had been born in
Marcellus, Onondaga, New York, the
same place that family records indicated my great-grandmother Maria
had been born. The pension file also
provided birth and marriage dates as
well as death dates for John B.
Brower and his wife Phoebe. It now
appears that John B. Brower was the
eldest child of Isaac and Mary
Brower.
About the same time I began following the life of Minerva Brower
another sister to my greatgrandmother. She lived in Cleveland
and unlike New York, Ohio and
Cleveland were recording marriage
records in the 1800s. I was able to
locate a marriage record for Minerva
to William Forsyth. They married in
1860, after the 1860 census was
taken. I continued to follow Minerva
and William Forsyth with the hopes
that I might learn what had become of
Isaac’s wife, Mary Brower. I located
Minerva and William Forsyth in the
1880 Cleveland census (misspelled as
Foresight). Living with them was
Mary Bradley. I still had not found
Mary Brower, wife of Isaac. But, the
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relationship of Mary Bradley to William Forsyth was shown to be ‘sisterin-law.’ She was listed as a widow,
age 47 and born in New York. It
showed that her mother as well as that
of Minerva had been born in Vermont. Mary Bradley appeared to be
another member of Isaac and Mary
Brower’s family. I then went back to
the 1870 census for Cleveland and
looked for a Mary Bradley (thank
heavens for the internet search engines e.g. Ancestry and Heritage
Quest).
I found Mary Bradley living in
Cleveland within two houses of Minerva Forsyth and family. Mary
Bradley was living in the same
household as a Mary Brauer (sic),
age 63 who was born in Vermont. I
had overlooked these two since Bradley had not meant anything to me
when I looked at the 1870 census. So
now I had found that my great-greatgrandmother Mary Brower was alive
in 1870. I have not located her in an
1880 census so I presume she died
between 1870 and 1880. The internet
gave me access to Cleveland, Ohio
City directories via Fold 3.com for
most of the years, 1861 through 1923.
In the 1869 Cleveland Directory Mary
P. Brower was shown to be the
widow of Isaac Brower and living at
the same location as her daughter,
Mary Bradley. That is the last time
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she appeared in the Cleveland City
Directories so she may have died in
1870, shortly after the census was
taken. Mary Bradley, however, appeared in several of the Cleveland
City Directories. In the 1869 Directory she was listed as the widow of
Edwin. In the 1876 edition she was
shown to be the widow of William E.
Bradley. In the 1883 directory she
was again listed as the widow of William.
Why was she a widow at a relatively young age and for an extended
time period? I decided that it would
be worth checking the Civil War records for William Bradley. He in
fact had received pension #345985.
Furthermore his file included widow

applications by a Rachel Bradley and
Mary Bradley. I ordered this file (I
had to reorder the remainder since it
was well over 100 pages long). The
pension file told a bizarre story of
William E. Bradley and Mary
Brower Bradley’s separation but no
divorce. William, it seems, married
Rachel Long without divorcing Mary.
So the 1880 census and Cleveland
City Directories listing her as a
“widow” were wrong. But according
to testimony given by Mary in the
file, she may not have known whether
William was dead or alive. In the end
Mary, not Rachel, was awarded the
widow pension since there was no
evidence that William had ever divorced Mary and Mary was very
much alive. The good news in the file

Parker Generations
Submitted by Cole Charboneau

was a complete verification that Mary
Brower’s living siblings were John
B. Brower, Minerva Forsyth in
Cleveland, Ohio, and Maria Clark
who lived in Cheyenne, Wyoming.
So this Mary Brower Bradley was
definitely a sister to my greatgrandmother Clark.
I next ordered a copy of the death
certificate for Mary (Brower) Bradley. The death certificate states that
her parents were Isaac Brower and
Mary Fuller Brower, another verification of the ancestral surname of
Fuller. Death certificates for Minerva
and my great grandmother Maria did
not show the maiden name of their
mother. But Fuller is consistent and
verified by two of their siblings.
Without question, tracking cousins, aunts, and uncles, i.e. extended
family, had filled in several blanks in
my family tree. Without these leads I
would have known much less and in
addition I found out some very interesting facts about real life in the
1800s! 

Left to Right: William Abisha Parker (1880-1965) (great-great-great grandfather of
Cole Charboneau), Vivian Juanita (Parker) VanVacter (1902-1980) (great-great
grandmother), Dorothy Darline (Van Vacter) Pritchett-Boeh (1922-2002) (greatgrandmother), Janice Darline (Pritchett) Myers (b. 1941) (grandmother), Gerry Darline (Myers) Parker (b. 1963) (aunt). Taken July 1963 at Halls, Missouri.
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A View from a Vietnam Era Female Veteran
by Marjorie Hatfield Drinkard
Langston, AL

Marjorie Hatfield 1949, age 6

I was born in a rural area of Caldwell County in northwest Missouri in
1943. We moved a few times during
my childhood but always within the
county. The last move was to a farm
that was situated right next to the Ray
County line. The closest town, Braymer, was small by anyone’s measure
with the population never exceeding
1,000. Braymer was a typical town
supporting the local farming community. Perhaps some of you are familiar with this type of small town. The
town was the hub for the areas around
and while small, it provided for the
needs of the community.
In retrospect, I believe that the
years of my youth were the best of
times to have been raised and come of
age. Our family and community
strongly adhered to Christian ideals
and morality. It was a time when
many of us were poor but we always
struggled on and seemed to make
ends meet. When out of school, my
sister and I helped with the chores,
tended the garden, helped with the
washing and ironing but in looking
back, we really didn’t have to work
that hard. Any spare time was spent
reading. A favorite time was when
the bookmobile made a stop at our

house. We loaded up with the maximum number we could check out and
those books were all read by the next
visit it made. Church activities were
also a large part of lives and not just
on Sunday.
With the exception of one subject, I
was always an A student. Unfortunately, I totally despised school. I
remember many mornings crying before I finally boarded a school bus to
go to school. I was shy, and still am,
and didn’t socialize with many of the
other children. This tendency was enhanced by my poor eyesight during
my early school years, making me
very self-conscious. My circle of
friends was confined to just four until
we entered high school. For the most
part, school bored me.
During my junior and senior years
in school, I was constantly trying to
figure out what I was going to do with
my life. It weighed heavily on me.
My older sister had known from a
very early age that she wanted to be a
missionary nurse and never wavered
from her goal. My friends all seemed
to know exactly what they wanted to
do. I just couldn’t decide on a direction for my life, and it was so frustrating. I was presented with a couple of
scholarships to college, but I couldn’t
see accepting one and attending. College still would have been costly for
my parents, although they were ready
and willing to foot the bills. Hating
school as I did, I didn’t think I would
be happy in college, especially still
not knowing what direction I should
go.
I did know that I would never be
satisfied to stay in this small, friendly
environment. I inwardly yearned for
an opportunity to see more of the
world. In the last weeks before
graduation in May, I went to the local
post office on an errand. I found and
collected several brochures displayed
on the counter. In April of that year,
1961, we had heard about the Bay of
Pigs invasion and I experienced a patriotic stirring. What I had picked up
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were recruiting brochures from the
Armed Forces. I read them and took
them to my mother. At first, she wasn’t too thrilled with the prospect of
my joining the military.
These brochures pictured lovely
young women dressed in their finest,
crispest uniforms looking cheerful
and self-confident. Cheerful and selfconfident was not how I saw myself.
Exotic foreign locals were shown
behind the women. What an effective
recruiting device! I liked the idea of
being trained for a job in whatever
field I was most qualified for. At the
same time, I could continue to study
or have college courses to be paid for
by Uncle Sam. I proceeded to convince my mother who in turn convinced my father. Underneath and
always lurking behind my decision
was the fact that most people at that
time thought that women in the
Armed Forces were wanton, disreputable or perverted.
While my friends were putting
their wardrobes and amenities together to set off for college, I was
downsizing mine. I had passed the
entrance exams and other preenlistment requirements. I was given
a list of the few items, and I mean
few, that I would be allowed to pack
for basic training. Space would be
very limited for the next eight weeks
of my life. I was sworn into the Air
Force in early August 1961 and immediately departed for Lackland AFB
in San Antonio, TX.
Yes, Texas in the hot August summer was going to be my first test of
endurance. A bus picked up the recruits from the train station to be
taken to the base. Since I was the
only girl, I sat just behind the driver.
When I got off, he said, “Good luck,
young lady, you’re going to need it.”
I wondered what he knew that I did
not. That’s how it began.
The term applied to females in the
Air Force was and still is WAF. We
had our own barracks and our train-
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Marjorie Hatfield high school graduation

ing would be separate from the men.
The group that came in with me was
called a flight. Ours was Flight 28,
the 28th class in that year, I believe. I
don’t remember exactly how many of
us started training but a number of us
were either unable to handle the program or were dismissed as undesirable. I was relieved to find that most
of these girls/women were no different from myself, regardless of their
background. I think the term wholesome American women could be applied to all of us.
Our daily routine would involve
marching wherever we went and
drills, drills, drills. We had to wash,
starch and iron our uniforms in an
acceptable manner, which the city
girls found difficult. Of course we
had to clean the barracks constantly.
For some of the girls all of this was a
brand new endeavor. Whatever we
had to do, I had the attitude that I
would endure. Just as the heroines in
my novels, I would overcome any
hardship. I never thought of giving
up.
Of course one topic of conversation between us was about what field
we wanted to be in upon graduation. I
was still uncertain about the direction
I wanted to take. The option that interested me the most was Flight Attendant. We were told that only three
or four slots would be available, so
not to count on it. I’d always
dreamed and read of traveling so this

was my first choice. Being a payroll
clerk or supply clerk didn’t really
sound that good to me.
Once again, we underwent testing
to see where we were best suited and I
held my breath. Four Flight Attendant
slots were awarded and I got one of
those! Upon graduation, the other
three girls and I would be on the way
to McGuire Air Force Base in New
Jersey. We would be given a few
days to spend at home before beginning the new assignment. This time,
rather than traveling by bus, our orders allowed us to travel by plane. I
was excited. This would be my very
first flight and this would be my new
career! But…… There was a bit of a
problem: I got violently airsick.
Even so, I pushed on, and with continued flights, over a period of months I
was able to overcome or adjust to the
airsickness.
New Jersey was certainly different
from rural Missouri…..
The WAF had a separate three
story barracks or what would appear
to be an apartment building which was
up to date and made of brick. We felt
so privileged to have these accommodations after coming in on a bus
through the adjoining Army’s Fort
Dix. They still had the World War II
wooden barracks.
I was lucky to be assigned a room
on the ground floor that would be easier for the constant hauling of bags
that would come later. In order to go
to any other part of the base, we had
to pass the male barracks and we were
always derided by the airmen there.
Not a good situation, but we learned
to hold our heads high and ignore the
taunting.
We settled into rooms accommodating two or three and started further
training and of course the endless details. Everything had to be cleaned
(by us) and inspected constantly. For
the first few months, some of the jobs
we had to fulfill were as baggage/
ticket clerks for our flight terminal,
information booth duties, updating the
pilot’s flight and navigation maps.
Next would be flight training at
Tinker Air Force Base in Oklahoma.
At Tinker, we were given arctic
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survival, desert survival, and water
survival classes in addition to learning
evacuation procedures and experiencing the gas chamber and the oxygen
deprivation chamber. Actually, I
think we took lots of other classes but
not surprisingly, these are the ones I
remember most. Upon graduation, we
returned to McGuire and were assigned to flight squadrons. I looked
forward to flying and seeing the world
I’d read and dreamed about.
The command was MATS, Military Air Transport Service. Our primary mission in 1962 was to transport
servicemen and their families to overseas duty stations, usually were to
England, Germany or Spain. The type
of airplane we were using was a turboprop C-118, configured for passenger
use. One slight difference from a
commercial carrier was that the seats
faced to the rear, not the front. The
galley was located in the rear. For
convenience but not for good sanitation, the restrooms were also located
there.
Cots were positioned just behind
the pilot’s seats and across from the
navigator table for the crew to have a
few hours of sleep, if possible. A
typical flight would be more than 1618 hours, probably including a refueling stop or maybe two depending on
the destination. Scheduling usually
only allowed for one or two days between flights so our bodies seemed to
adjust to the continual times zone
changes.
During the next year or so, the mission changed somewhat as did the
type of aircraft we flew. The C-118
was replaced with the C-135, which
was the military version of a 707, four
-engine jet. Our version did not have
windows, just portholes in the back in
the emergency doors. Now, we were
mostly transporting troops or cargo,
making medical evacuations, or performing embassy/diplomatic trips.
I had dreamed of seeing the world.
I was fortunate to see bits and pieces
of many countries, since our stopovers
consisted of usually just enough time
for the legal crew rest. Many times,
the only exposure to other countries or
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cultures was looking out the windows
of the plane or transportation to our
lodging and on brief refueling stops at
airports.
The times when we were able to
spend several days in one location
were treasured and we made the most
of it by touring, whenever possible.
As my four years of enlistment
were coming to an end, I was once
again faced with the enormous question of “where do I go from here”?
Reenlistment wasn’t an option since
the female flight attendant slots were
being eliminated. Many of my
friends were accepted to fly for Pan
Am. I went in another direction. I
choose a regional airline. Still a small
town girl at heart, I didn’t want to
simply be one among thousands and
preferred a smaller company.
I was told that a smaller carrier
would provide better benefits that the
larger ones. In August 1964, I went
to work for Allegheny Airlines, which
serviced the area from Washington to
Boston and west to Detroit. After
training, I moved to Washington D.C.
and lived there until 1971. A defining
event in my life was in January 1969
when I was survived a plane crash. I
believe that my AF training served me
well. After some recuperation time, I
was back at work.
Over the course of four years from
1961 to 1964, many exciting events
and firsts occurred for this country
girl from Missouri.
So far, I’ve summarized how I got

into the Air Force and the training I
received, but it doesn’t really provide
insight into my daily activities or varied experiences, so I’d like to leave
you with a few feelings or emotions:
On Memorial Day and Independence

Day, military parades marched
through the streets of Trenton, NJ,
the state’s capitol. The WAF was
always represented. While marching, even though uncomfortable, I
always felt pride in my country and
my part in serving her. In the later
years of the Vietnam War, however,
the jeering from the spectators was
evident and I was distressed and disgusted by their voices and actions.
This was the time when the anti-war
sentiment was popular.
I experienced class, in this case, rank

airport in Saigon when the pilot
pointed out the tracers where we were
being shot at. That got my full attention. I was fully behind our troops.
This won’t be a political statement,
but you could say that I would never
qualify as a hippie, flower-child or
anti-war activist.
While one of the reasons I wanted

the military experience was to further my education, I still resisted formal classes. Time was always an
issue. I knew that the assistance
would be there when I was ready. In
the meantime, I learned more about
human nature, various cultures and
lifestyles. The sights and smells
from my travels will always be with
me.
In the present day, our military men

consciousness. I felt inferior because
I was not an officer, merely enlisted.
This feeling still lingers to this day.
I still fear what I perceive as a stigma
many people have about women in
the service.

and women are usually given a rousing “welcome home” and heartfelt
offerings of thanks for your service,
a job well done. Those of the Vietnam era never experienced this and
my heart breaks for them all. They
gave so much and then had their
countrymen spit on them, and that
should not have happened nor should
it happen again.

In the first few years, I was not fully

aware of the war brewing in Vietnam
since my trips were in the European
theater. Even the discussions among
my friends and coworkers didn’t
dwell on Vietnam.
However, in 1963 and 1964, that
changed. On a few trips to the Far
East and in the Pacific area, I found
out more about the war. I was standing in the cockpit on approach to the
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Would I enlist again? Yes.
Would I urge women of today to
join the military? I would say that
they must know themselves, their
goals, and how much they will endure
to meet those goals. Things have
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changed so much since 1961; the role of women in the
military has expanded, and many women are up to the
challenge.
I joined a branch of the military but I also joined a wider
group: I am a veteran and proud of it! 

St. Joseph News-Press
July 20, 1957

Allegheny Air promotional photo

St. Joseph News-Press
December 13, 1912
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Stray Wives Book Review
by Kelly Alvarado

If you have ever browsed the old
newspapers, you have probably seen
an ad from a husband who claimed
his wife had left him and that he
would no longer pay any debts incurred from that date. I’ve seen them
often, chuckled at a few, thought them
rather strange, but wrote them off as
an oddity of history.
But recently I was directed to a
book based almost entirely on these
old ads: Stray Wives: Marital Conflict in Early National New England
by Mary Beth Sievens. The St. Joseph Public Library was kind enough
to facilitate an inter-library loan of
St. Joseph News-Press
July 17, 1914

this book, from the University of Missouri Law Library.
The author studied records from
about 1780–1830 in two counties, one
in Vermont and one in Connecticut. Most of Vermont’s citizens of
that time had come from Connecticut,
so the state laws were set up almost
identically, but the Vermont county in
the study was small and rural, and the
Connecticut county was the largest
and most urban of its time. The author chose these two counties precisely because they would give a better picture of the uses of this kind of
ad in both rural and urban settings.
The ads were called elopement
ads. Today we think of “elopement”
as two people running off to get married, but the word had a much broader
meaning at that time. During colonial

times, “elope” simply meant “to run
away,” and was used in the context of
slaves, children, and yes, even wives.
The ads had many uses, which the
author covers throughout the chapters
of the book, using examples from both
the rural and urban settings to make
her points. One popular use of the ads
was simply to publicly express marital
discord. The book looks at the legality of the ads–were they truly public
notices which could be cited in a court
of law? One contemporary law book
says they were not, yet another gives
examples of them as the correct way
to issue a public notice. Men placed
the ads about 97% of the time, and
women only about
3% of the time,
primarily because
women of that
time did not maintain credit in their
own names, so
they would not
need to place an
ad denying credit
to their husbands.
Even so, occasionally the aggrieved wife did
reply to the husband
in this very public way. How and why
they did so is another topic covered
and the reasons are sure to amuse and
surprise you. Most of the ads written
by the men accused the woman of infidelity. Sometimes the accusation
was subtle, and sometimes blatant. My favorite example is of a husband who wrote that his wife had left
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his home for the house of another
male, and had been seen many times
in the company of said male. His
implication was that she was intimate
with the male, but the male in question was her brother! However, only
those who would have known her
well would be aware of such a fact,
and besmirching her reputation to the
rest of the community was the primary goal of the husband.
Sievens does an excellent job of
explaining the laws of the period, the
restrictions placed on women, the
legal avenues and remedies available
to those with marital strife, and the
low value placed on the female not
only as a member of the marriage, but
also of the community.
The social stratum that the women
lived in also played a role in the types
and quantity of elopement ads that
were placed. An admirable job is
done of tracing a sample population
from those who placed elopement
ads, using census records, land records and other court documents, to
discover the eventual outcome of the
marriage. Essentially the couples
could either divorce, reconcile, or
continue to live apart. The ensuing
chapters take a look at each of these
options, in the rural and urban settings, to show us what happened in
these various marital situations.
The book has 120 pages of text,
with an additional 50 pages of notes/
bibliography information, and is well
worth the time to better understand
this unique source of insight into the
lives of our ancestors. 

St. Joseph News-Press
May 25, 1910
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Edna Frances Black, 1907-1976
by Richard T. Clark

Edna Frances Black circa 1908

E

dna Frances Black , or Frances
as she was known, was born September
16, 1907 in a small house about two
miles south and east of the town of
Rushville, Buchanan County, Missouri.
The house, which no longer exists, was
also the birthplace for two of Frances’
brothers, Leslie and John. Her oldest
brother, Earl, was born in a different
house, which was less than a mile
straight south of Rushville1. Frances’
parents were Hutson Thomas Black
and Margaret “Maggie” (Sutton)
Black. Huts was the son of James and
Anna (Thomas) Black and grandson
of James and Sallie (Martin) Black
who moved from Madison County
Kentucky to Missouri in the mid1840s. Frances was the youngest of
Huts and Maggie’s four children and
Earl was the eldest.
Her mother, Maggie, died from
tuberculosis when Frances was only
about two-and-a-half years old. On
November 14, 1910, Hutson married
Nora Buford. Nora Buford Black
then became the mother to the four
Black children. In the spring of 1912,
Hutson moved his family to rural

Nodaway County Missouri about nine
miles south of Maryville. The farm
was referred to as the Doffing place.
In the spring of 1916 the family moved
to another farm which was four to five
miles east of Arco in Nodaway County
called the Snowden place2.
They continued to live and farm in
Nodaway County until 1919, when
Hutson Thomas Black moved his

family to the George Osthemier farm,
3.5 miles northeast of Burns,
Wyoming3. Huts moved first with an
“emigrant” car on the railroad. He
hauled some pigs, farming equipment,
and their dog Woodrow. The emigrant
car and Hutson arrived in Burns
January 27, 19194. In a letter to Nora,
Huts indicated that he had arrived that
(Black Continued on page 30)

Arco School, Nodaway County, Missouri, 1918.
Top row left to right: Edna F. Black, John H. Black, unknown, and Leslie Black.
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day with the pigs (had lost one) and
Woodrow. According to the Burns
Herald5, the remainder of the family
arrived in Burns on February 7, 1919 in
a railroad passenger car.
School years and teaching
Frances began her schooling in
Missouri. She likely started school at
Blackman School near Maryville,
Missouri, and then moved to Mount
Joy also in Nodaway County
Missouri6. She and two of her brothers
attended school at Arco, Missouri as
shown in the accompanying school
group picture. Frances and her
brothers, Leslie and John H. Black,
started school in Wyoming shortly after
their arrival at the “Pole Creek” school
which presumably was somewhere
north of Burns near Lodgepole Creek7.
In 1922 Frances finished eighth
grade at Burns, Wyoming and moved
on to high school. During high school
she was active with the school
newspaper called the Blizzard serving
as the Sophomore Class representative
in 1923 and editor in her junior year8.
She also participated in school plays
starting out as a sophomore in the then
Junior Class Play His Uncle’s Niece in

which she played the role of “Dora
Hale, attached to the cause.”9 Next she
was “Sylvia the Niece” in a play
conducted by her Junior Class entitled,
Yimmie Yonson’s Yob.10 As a senior
she played the role of Hortense Enlow,
a city belle, in the senior class’s
presentation of Lighthouse Nan. She
and ten classmates graduated from
Burns High School in May of 1926.11
School Teacher

A role not uncommon to women in
the 1920s was that of
school teacher, and Frances
was no exception. After
high school graduation she
taught primary school in
rural Laramie County
Wyoming. During the
school year of 1926/1927
she taught at the Draper
School between LaGrange
and Albin, Wyoming.
During that time she
boarded at the Johnson
ranch near LaGrange.12
She taught five students
who were in four separate
grades. Two were in
second grade and one each
in third, fourth and fifth.
She again taught at the
Draper school in the
following school year
(1927/1928) but by then
only three Draper children
Frances Black, High School Graduation 1926
were in her class. The
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summer of 1928, Frances attended
Colorado State Teachers College in
Greeley, Colorado (now the University
of Northern Colorado), taking such
exotic classes as Geography of the
Tropics, The Teaching of Arithmetic,
and Intermediate Methods.13
Her largest class was engaged in the
year 1928/1929 when she taught nine
students at the Donahue-Birkner
school located near Little Horse Creek
in northern Laramie County. Frances
ended her teaching career during the
1929/1930-school term at the Hecla
School located west of Cheyenne,
Wyoming. There she taught five
students, four of whom were all from
one family. One of those students was
in eighth grade, two were sixth graders
and the other two were in first and
fourth grades.14
Career Changes
After she finished her teaching
career, Frances worked as a
bookkeeper for a year (1930/1931) for
the Plains Dairy in Cheyenne.15 On
April 22, 1931, she married Ralph S.
Clark in Cheyenne, Wyoming, and
they continued to live there. Frances
was employed by Ralph’s father as a
bookkeeper for the Sanitary Home
Laundry which he owned.
That career continued until Ralph
made a career change of his own and
moved the family in early 1946 to a
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ranch owned by his grandfather in rural
Laramie County located on Little
Horse Creek about 42 miles north and
east of Cheyenne.
Frances continued to work even
though it was not for pay. The ranch
usually had at least one hired hand
living there along with our Clark
family which consisted of me, my
sister Louise, and Ralph and Frances.
During part of the summer, the ranch
work crew expanded by five or six
extras as employees hired by my dad’s
grandfather arrived to harvest the grass
hay that grew on the ranch, a task that
usually lasted about one month.
During that time, Frances was the
chief cook and bottle washer, preparing
three full meals each day. The noon
meal usually included pie for dessert.
This was before the days of dish
washers so preparing meals and
cleaning up was an all day affair.
Sometimes she had assistance, and as
my sister became older she helped out.
Myself, I worked in the hay field as
soon as I was old enough.

Official appointment for Edna Frances Clark as Postmaster,
Meriden, Wyoming

Postmaster!
On July 24, 1956, Frances became
the 11th Postmaster for Meriden,
Wyoming.16, 17 She took over first on
an interim basis from Martha
Laycock who had operated the post
office at the Meriden store that she
and her husband, James Granville
Laycock had purchased in 1946,
about the time the Clarks had moved
to the ranch on Little Horse Creek.18
Frances’ appointment was made
official on January 25, 1957.19
The Meriden post office was
moved from the store facilities on
Horse Creek to an enclosed front
porch in the ranch house on Little
Horse Creek where the Clark family
resided. Mail was delivered five days
each week from Cheyenne to
Meriden. She sorted the mail for area
residents to pick up and for placement
in the mail sacks for a rural route to
the west which operated three days
per week.
Frances officially retired from her
(Black Continued on page 32)
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post office duties on January 5,
1973.20 Of course, while she was
postmaster, she was also still the chief
chef and head clean-up person for the
haying crew, the family, and any
hired men who were at the ranch.
There was no sitting around
wondering what to do for this lady!
While Frances did not pursue a
continuous career as many women of
today do, she was nonetheless always
involved and working. She was
active in her community, serving
various roles in the local women’s
club and as an election judge for
county, state, and national elections.
She and Ralph retired and moved
to Cheyenne, Wyoming in 1973.
Frances died on May 4, 1976, a
victim of lung cancer, undoubtedly
caused from second hand smoke,
since she herself never smoked, but
for much of her life, she lived and
worked with those who did. 
Frances and Ralph Clark, Meriden Post Office
At Highway 85 & Little Horse Creek, Wyoming

References for Edna Frances Black
1

Information on birth location relayed to son, Richard T. Clark, by Earl Black in 1977.
Oral history from Earl Black in the early 1990s.
3
“The Burns Herald”, Burns, Wyoming. January 30, 1919 and February 13, 1919. Route 1 Items. On microfilm in Wyoming State
Archives, Cheyenne, WY
4
Letter dated January 27, 1919 from H. T. Black addressed to his wife at Rushville, MO. in care of J. C. Black, RFD 3. Original
letter in possession of Richard T. Clark.
5
“The Burns Herald”, Burns, Wyoming. February 13, 1919. Route 1 Items. On microfilm in Wyoming State Archives, Cheyenne, WY
6
“Eight Grade Commencement Essays.” The Burns Herald, Burns, WY, June 4, 1920. Article discusses John H. Black, Frances’ next
older brother as having attended 2nd and 3rd grades at Blackman School which was in Nodaway Co., MO near Maryville and 4th and
5th grades at Mount Joy also in Nodaway Co., MO. John was 2 years ahead of Frances so she should have been in first grade when
John was in 3rd and 2nd grade when he was in 4th.
7
“The Burns Herald”, Burns, Wyoming. February 27, 1919. Route 1 Items. On microfilm in Wyoming State Archives, Cheyenne, WY
8
The Burns Herald, Nov. 8, 1923, p. 1 (Vol. 5,No. 5 of The Blizzard) and Feb. 5, 1925..
9
The Burns Herald, May 8, 1924.
10
Ibid, Feb. 26, 1925
11
From clippings in a scrapbook kept by Frances Black now in the possession of her son, Richard T. Clark and diploma dated 28th of
May, 1926 and signed by R. W. Fisher, Superintendent, Chas. O. Lyon, President, C. W. Bastian, Clerk and H. P. Hansen, Treasurer.
12
Oral information from Ralph Clark, Frances’ husband and from Term or Yearly Summary Report to County Superintendent, Laramie County Wyoming, School District No. 5, 1928.
13
From Official Transcript, University of Northern Colorado, dated October 31, 1996 obtained by her son Richard T. Clark and now in his
possession.
14
Term or Yearly Summary Report to County Superintendent, Laramie County Wyoming, School District No. 4, 1930.
15
Oral information from Ralph Clark to Richard Clark in the late 1970s.
16
Kirkbride, Mrs. Dan. 1972. From these Roots. Pioneer Printing & Stationery Co., Cheyenne, WY, p.172.
17
National Archives and Records Administration. Correspondence dated Feb. 9, 2006.
18
Kirkbride op cit.
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Dick’s Picks for Research
By Richard T. Clark
U.S. Civil War Pension Index: General
Index to Pension Files, 1861-1934
Ancestry.com: Click on the Search/
Military/Pensions. In the right sidebar,
a list of Featured data collections will
appear. One of those is the searchable
Civil War Pension Index. If the name
you are searching for appears, you can
look at the index card and get
information such as the pension number,
widow’s name, etc. Also at this same
site is U.S. Civil War Soldiers, 18611865. This index is listed as a Featured
data collection right after clicking on
Military as above.

at Fold3, although reference to them can
usually be found on the soldiers’ pension
record file.
Fold3 and Ancestry both have a fee for
use but you can often access them
through your public library or elsewhere,
including the NWMGS Library. I have
access to Fold3 via membership in the
Kentucky Historical Society.
U.S. Civil War Pension Files

Once you have located a reference to
a pension file, that file can be ordered
either via mail or online from the
Dick & Joyce Clark, August 2011
National Archives at http://
50th Wedding Anniversary Trip
www.archives.gov/index.html. Once at
to the Pacific Northwest
Fold3.com also has the Civil War
the site click on shop online and a page
Pension File Index. I found it best to
that shows buy reproductions and
use the advanced search feature or the browse feature if
microfilm will appear. You will need to register as a new
you know the state and unit for the veteran. At Fold3, you
user (free).
can also download some of the actual files for approved
Once you have arrived at the place to order pension
widow pensions. Not all widow pension files are available

(Picks Continued on page 34)

St. Joseph Gazette
July 1, 1875
St. Joseph Herald
January 1, 1884

St. Joseph Gazette
January 17, 1940
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The St. Joseph Observer
School Dress Codes for Girls
September 10, 1921

(Picks Continued from page 33)

files, you will be able to specify the information you
would like. The first 100 pages of a pension file cost $80,
which you can pay for online with a credit card. If the
archive researchers are able to locate the file, they will
copy it and mail it to you. Your account will not be
charged until they have located the file and copied it. If
the file is larger than 100 pages, you will receive that
information with the first 100 pages and instructions and
cost for obtaining the remainder of the file.
It takes one to two months to receive a file they locate.
Not all Civil War participants had pensions and remember
that the index is not 100% accurate. Even if you do not
see your ancestor’s name in the index, it is still worth
requesting since you will not be charged unless something
is found. Just make sure to be as accurate as possible with
the information you provide; otherwise you might end up
spending money on the wrong file.
Websites
Free genealogical web sites for most US Counties.
These can be accessed through http://usgenweb.org/ Click
on the relevant state and then locate the correct county.
Some of the state websites include data that are not county
specific. Some of these sites are very helpful while others
are less so.
Family Search at https://familysearch.org/search is
another very helpful web site for digital copies of original
files for most states. For example, one file of marriages
for Ohio includes digital copies of the records. Ohio
County Marriages, 1789-1994 seems reasonably complete
but as with many records, if a marriage was not recorded
it will not be in this file.
City Directories: Both Ancestry.com and Fold3.com
contain copies of city directories for some cities. As with
all records, the number of cities and years available are
limited but if you get lucky, they can be very helpful. The
NWMGS Library also has hard copies of the St. Joseph
City Directories.
Death and birth records: Family Search is probably the
best place to start looking for these records. Both
Ancestry.com and Fold3.com have digitized copies of
some death records including some death certificates
depending on the locale and the year. Birth records are
less likely to be available. County
websites accessed through the
USGenweb system often contain links
to the appropriate county office from
which death and birth records can be
ordered. Birth records usually have
more restrictions as to who can order
and the time frame of the birth than do
death records. Cost for these varies by
state and county. 
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Lost and Found at the Auction
by Ivana Calhoun

I love auctions! I get to peek into someone else’s life
for a few minutes. I get to learn about their likes, or even
dislikes. I get to poke into boxes, see what they owned that
I might want to own, and on the rare occasion, I find something that I just absolutely have to have, and then the sky is
the limit on what I will pay for that item. Such was the
case this winter when I went to an auction and discovered a
box of letters and photos.
Kelly Alvarado, president of the NWMGS, put the
notice out that she was looking for old letters and/or photos. So, poking around in an auction, I discovered a small
box of cabinet card style photos. The cabinet card is the
larger, heavy cardboard backed photo, with the photography studio name imprinted on them. The box also contained letters still in their envelopes. I looked into a couple
of the letters, looked at the photos, and I couldn’t believe
that this was something the family was willing to sell. To
me, this should be a treasured item—it should stay with the
family. Did heirs to these items not care about their ancestors? Or where they came from? Or did this family line
die out? I didn’t know the answers, but I just knew that I
had to get this box.
I entered a ferocious bidding war with another lady
over this box of keepsakes. I knew her: she has a booth at
the Hunterland Mall on the south Belt Highway in St. Joseph, where I also have a booth. I didn’t know what she
planned to do with this precious box of someone’s life if
she won it, but I knew that if I were to win the bid, I would
treasure these items, and I quickly developed a protective
nature about them. The bidding process was intense, 50
cents at a time, but at $7.50, she threw in the towel and the
box was mine! For a pittance, I had bought a piece of
someone’s life.
In this box were some cabinet cards of beautiful ladies,
and a lot of small calling cards. The name Ola Gould and
other ladies’ names were inscribed on them. I also found
several letters and even one envelope with a lock of hair
inside it. These pieces all told a story that I was able to
piece together.
It all began in Nebraska, where Miss Ola Gould was a
popular operator for the Nebraska Telephone company.
Mr. Willis F. Karth, age 23, was an assistant day clerk at
the Lincoln hotel, requiring him to do considerable talking
with the long distance operator. The first time Miss Gould
answered “long distance,” her voice appealed to him. After that, he would call her a few times for a telephone tete-a
-tete now and then. And then on a Wednesday, he arranged to meet with her in person and they were instantly
smitten with each other—two days later they were married.
What we each choose to keep records of is fascinating.
Olga and Willis kept stockyards pay stubs from 1922, and
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

receipts for shoes and shoelaces from a shoe and trunk
company, get well cards, and lots of photographs but none
with names or dates. They also kept letters, several with
dates, and they tell a story of the lives of this husband and
wife during the spring of 1925. Several newspaper clippings add flavor to the story of their lives: one describes
their meeting and subsequent marriage, one describes how
two young men got into a fight, and a long article details
how a young couple out in a rowboat were struck by a paddle boat that backed into them, and Ola Gould’s sister
helped save them and get them to shore.
One of the letters from June 2, 1924 is from Ola’s Aunt
Eva, with the imprint of the Daughters of the American
Revolution in the return address. The letterhead shows an
address from “Thirty-Second Continental Congress, Memorial Continental Hall, Washington, D.C.” Within the
letter, the writer tells Ola that she is compiling a genealogy
record for their family and for her to send her whole families’ information. She also mentions that she belongs to
several patriotic organizations besides the DAR and asks as
to how well Ola enjoys being in the DAR too. A handbook
for the DAR accompanies the letter, with the bylaws of that
organization. I did find three small pieces of paper showing Ola’s immediate family’s genealogy, handwritten, presumably by Ola herself. She lists her parents, her mothers’
parents, and then her brother and his wife plus their child,
and also her sister, but she doesn’t mention her husband at
all. In 1924 Ola would have been almost 40, but she made
no mention of her husband nor any children, suggesting
she had no offspring, and she left her husband out probably
because he was not a blood relative, and therefore not pertinent to the DAR’s request for her blood line information.
The rest of the letters dating in the spring of 1925 all
refer to a major illness that has befallen Ola’s husband. It
sounds terribly serious but no one mentions what the illness is. In one letter from a friend, they are sending a
check to help out with the hospital bill since it seems he’d
been in the hospital for quite some time.
Throughout these couple of months of 1925 letters,
many surface from a pastor who keeps Ola up to date on
how the choir is doing, how the sermons are transpiring
and as to whether the pastor even likes his own sermons,
and he even comments on how well or not well the collection plates are doing each Sunday. There are letters from a
friend who takes pride in her chickens and how they are
setting so well, and the writer even included a picture of
her chickens. The last letter says that they would like to
come visit Ola and her husband but roads were impassible;
she made the statement that it was just as well since Mr.
Karth probably wouldn’t realize they were even there.
The box contains several get well cards, but no name or
(Lost Continued on page 36)
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date appears on any of them.
We all have boxes of photographs, letters, pieces of
newspaper clippings and cards similar to this box. My husband and I have inherited a huge number of photographs
and cards, but we have no way to identify any of the people
in those photos, because the older generation has passed
on. It’s so important to mark names, dates, and who people are in our boxes of prized keepsakes. It’s even more
important to sit down with the older generation of our
families while we can have them identify the people in all
those photos that they’ve saved for all their lives.
I’m guilty too: I have lots of photo albums full of unmarked photos , no names, no dates. So my biggest project
this winter is to take the time to clearly identify those in
my old albums, and also make note of how they relate to
me and my family.
Let this lost box that found its way to auction and into
the hands of a stranger be a lesson to us all. We keep these
things because they are precious ghosts of a lost time. Do
not allow your prized keepsakes to end up like this box, in
the hands of people who may or may not take the time to
care about them. The NWMGS is happy to provide a
home for lost keepsakes, but you can preserve the thread of
history by writing names and dates on all your photos.
You can bring the youngsters in your family into the process by going through your albums and telling a story about
each photo you label. Start building your genealogists
now! 

Handwritten genealogy of the Gould family.
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Dear Genie
Email Genie and your most burning questions about genealogy
will magically be answered: admin@nwmogenealogy.com

Dear Genie,
Your magic shall be much appreciated in locating
information regarding early parishioners of St. Patrick’s Church. In order to expand my research across
the pond, I need to find a parish or town in County
Clare from which came four Kelly brothers (1852/58).
Do you have access to local records of Hibernians,
church newspapers, Altar Society, etc? Research of
fellow parishioners, friends and neighbors of these
brothers may reveal clues that the official records do
not contain. John Kelly was married at St. Patrick’s in
1871 by Father Kenneth (family bible). My hope was
that they had followed him to St. Joseph, but Father
Kenneth was from Ballinacargy, County Meath and
attended All Hallows College in Dublin. Could it have
been a random choice to land in St. Joseph?
Hoping for some real magic,
Lin, a member from California
Dear Lin,
First, I must commend your thinking in regards to following the fellow parishioners, friends and neighbors of
the Kelly brothers in order to establish the parish/town in
County Clare that the brothers immigrated from. It is very
wise to do so!
We do have a handful of vital records for the Zion
Church, and the following microfilm death records on one
roll for other churches:






churches in the KC/SJ diocese. While it does not contain
vital record information, it is extremely helpful in understanding the expansion and movement of the diocese, and
hence the parishioners, of the area. It also has background
information on some of the clergy members, so if you have
clergy in your family, this information would be useful.
Another valuable tool that may help is contained
here: http://www.diocese-kcsj.org/_docs/310.5.pdf . This
18 page document has some great information about obtaining information from Catholic cemeteries and schools,
as well as those held at various parishes. According to this
site, St. Patrick’s specifically has baptisms from 1869 and
marriages from 1892.
We also have a centennial book for St. Patrick’s Church
1869-1969. St. Patrick’s parish was founded in 1869 and
Father Kenneth who was an assistant at Cathedral was appointed as first pastor at St. Patrick. The book does not
have much detail, and other than mentioning first marriage
and first baptism at St. Patrick’s, it does not name parishoners. The church itself was actually dedicated in 1873.
Another book, St. Joseph Cathedral Parish Our Story
1845-1995, has more Catholic history in it. On page 12 it
tells a bit about St. Patrick parish and mentions that Father
Kenneth had been ordained at St. Vincent Church, Cape
Girardeau, Missouri, for the diocese of St. Joseph in 1868.
It says that Bishop Hogan appointed Father Kenneth to be
pastor in 1869 and a schoolhouse was built in Patteetown.
The congregation worshipped there until the church at 12th
and Doniphan was built.
Both the Centennial and the parish story books seem to
imply that early records from St. Patrick and Cathedral do
exist, but no citation for source is given. 

St. Joseph Cathedral 1893-1924
St. Peter and Paul 883-1971
Immaculate Conception 1958-1992
St. Joseph Cathedral 1924-1937
St. Augustine 1949

The NWMGS library does own a microfilm copy of The
Catholic Tribune, a newspaper dedicated to the Kansas
City/St. Joseph parish and covers much of NW Missouri. The microfilm of TCT begins with newspapers in
1889 and stops in 1942, when the newspaper was discontinued. While all of the “deaths” from The Catholic Tribune have been indexed, the rest of the newspaper (i.e., social news, births, marriages) has not.
Also available at the NWMGS is an excellent book, This
Far By Faith which covers the history of all of the
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Ricketts Family Bible
The family of Elizabeth Elgin Ricketts and Finis Arthur “Dick” Miller
Submitted by Tom Miller, great-grandson

My great-grandfather Finis Arthur “Dick” Miller was a carpenter in and around St. Joseph. Great-grandmother
Elizabeth was born October 7, 1861, and died October 10, 1947. Finis was born Sept 23, 1859, and died October 14,
1950. Both were born in Andrew County, she near Savannah and he near Avenue City. After 1910, they lived at 2028
Savannah Avenue in St. Joseph. Both are buried in Mt. Mora Cemetery.
The Bible came to me via the family. Elizabeth (or “Lizzie” as she was called) was the last Ricketts to own it. The
Bible is copyrighted 1811 but I do not know when it was printed or first owned by the Ricketts family. It is somewhat
damaged by water and general poor treatment, and it has clearly been around a long time. I also have the family genealogy back to 1573 in England. Theirs is an interesting history as they were landed gentry in England and became quite
successful in Colonial America. (Misspellings and errors are preserved.)

Ricketts Bible Transcription
(Spellings and punctuation attempt to remain faithful to the original.)

Lucinda Ricketts was born May the
5th 1803

Levi B Ricketts was born October
the 4th 1849
Susan Mary Ricketts was born
February the 19th 1852

Mary Compton Ricketts was born
September the 7th 1805

Eliza (?) Elgin (?) Ricketts was born
June the 21st 1854

Elizabeth Elgin Ricketts was born
December 7th 1807

William E. Ricketts was born the
July the 19th 1858

William Clark Ricketts was born
April the 14th 1811

Elizabeth E. Ricketts was born
October the 7th 1861

Births

Mary Ricketts wife of Anthony
departed
this life November 17th 1803
Marriages

Edward Ricketts was born
September the 18th 1813

Elizabeth Elgin Ricketts
Finis Arthur Miller
were united in the Holy Estate of
Matrimony April 18th, 1883

Deaths

Thomas Ricketts was born Octo.r
28th 1815

Gerard B. Ricketts jr (sr?) departed
this life October the 4th 1824

John Compton Ricketts was born
January 29th 1817

Elizabeth E. Ricketts departed this
life May 13th, 1860, aged 80 years,
wanting one day.

William Earl Miller –
Fleming Edward Miller – (1892)
7/26/92
Mary Lou Miller (1899) 2/18/99
Mary Lou Miller
Born – Feb. – 19 –1899

Gerard B. Ricketts was born
December 10th 1820

(listing below very faint)

Benjamin T. Ricketts was born
February 16th 1823

John C. Ricketts departed this life
September the 28th 1869

Lucinda Jane Ricketts was borned
April the 16th 1841

Elias Gardner Ricketts dide
February the 10th 1845

Elias Gardner Ricketts was born
March the 17th 1844

Eliza Elin Ricketts dide January the
14th 1858

John C Ricketts was born
September the 8th 1847

Anthony Ricketts jr (or jn?)
departed this life February 4th 1793
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Gerrard (sic) Ricketts & Elizabeth
Elgin Compton was joind together
in the Holy Estate of Matrimony on
the 24th December in the Year of
Our Lord 1801

Mary Lou Miller and Jerold Keith
Douglas were married June 20 –
1916
Jerold K. Douglas – (1954)
Deceased – July 18, 1954

Vol. 33

Mary Lou (Dickie)
Miller Douglas __
deceased –
Sept 29, 1962
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John Fletchall (1800-1884)
Family Stories
Compiled by Janet L. Zemanek

This is the next-to-last family story in a series that began in
NWMGS Journal in Vol. 25, No. 2, 2005, p. 76, “John
Fletchall (1800-1884)” with biographical stories to follow
for the 12 children born to John and Sarah (Moutray)
Fletchall. The previous articles appeared in the NWMGS
Journals as follows: Vol. 26, No. 1, 2006, p.68; Vol. 27.
No. 1, 2007, p. 56; Vol. 28, No. 1, 2008, p.52; Vol. 32,
No.1, 2012, p. 22.
Children of John Fletchall and Sarah Moutray
Continued from NWMGS Journal
2008: Vol. 28, No. 1, page 52
MAHALA JANE FLETCHALL: Mahala Jane Fletchall
was born 20 August 1841 in Posey County, Indiana. She
was the eleventh child born to John and Sarah (Moutray)
Fletchall. She died at her home in Fletchall Township,
Worth County, northeast of Grant City on 18 April 1919.
Mahala Jane was not quite three years old when she came
to the western frontier, living briefly in Platte County, Missouri before her family moved to Worth County.
On 5 March 1861, Mahala Jane married 1) PETER H.
BRAGG in Worth County, Missouri. While Peter Bragg
had obtained land in Worth County from Absalom Garrison as early as January 1860 and additional land from
Sarah Benedict and husband in July, no census enumeration for that year can be found for him. Since his age or
place of birth is basically unknown, it is difficult to identify
him with parents in the 1850 census. The Worth County,
Mo. 1862 Tax Assessor’s Book shows that P.H Bragg accounted for 1 poll tax, personal property valued at $20, and
owned 80 acres in Sect. 16, Township 66 Range 31 valued
at $100 and 15 acres in Section 22 Township 66 Range 31
valued at $40.00. He paid a total of $2.33 in taxes.
Peter served in the Civil War for the Union as a Private
with Capt. Hogan’s County of Gentry County Home
Guard. The guard engaged in scouting and guard duty
along the Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad and a conflict
in the Battle of Blue Mills on September 17, 1861. The
regiment was disbanded October 1861. Since he did not
register for the draft in 1863, one might then assume his
death occurred prior to this date. Family legend is told that
a son born to this couple died on the same day that Peter
died (unconfirmed). Three badly weathered headstones at
the Fletchall Cemetery with the barely visible names Eli
Bragg and Jacob add to the mystery surrounding Peter’s
life and death. No record of his death is shown in Gentry
or Worth County Court Minutes or Probate records.
On 22 October 1865, the widow, Mahala Fletchall
Bragg, married 2) JOSEPH THOMAS in Worth County,
Missouri. Joseph Thomas was born 3 September 1844 in
Delaware County, Ohio to Elizabeth Eliza Oller (b.c. 1826
-1883) and James Thomas (1817-1865)—both parents
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born in Virginia were married in Ohio. In 1850, they lived
in Shelby County, Illinois and then moved to Gentry (later
Worth) County. In February 1856, Joseph’s parents had
obtained 130 acres of land in Section 22, Township 66, R
31 in the section a mile southwest of the John Fletchall
home. By 1860, Joseph Thomas, age 16, gave his occupation as a “farmer”. His father, James Thomas paid $4.11
taxes in 1862 on a total of 211 acres. Four of James and
Elizabeth’s children (Joseph, Georgian, Leah, John P.)
grew to adulthood and married within the community, a
fifth child (Catharine) died young. Only Leah with her
husband August Klipfel left Worth County moving westward into Pueblo County, Colorado.
The obituary for Joseph Thomas stated he served as a
civil war veteran in 1861—additionally, the American Legion conducted rites at his grave. Family legend also indicates that he served in the same unit as Peter Bragg; however his name is not on the roster. Clearly, between August and October 1861, he would have been 16 and 17
years old and underage. To join the military one was to be
at least 18 years old and have parental permission. On July
1, 1863, Joseph Thomas, a farmer, age 20, living in
Fletchall Township, Worth County, Missouri registered
for the draft. To date, no clear documentation for his military service has been located.
The Civil War ended in May of 1865; his marriage occurred in October of the same year. Mahala Jane and Joseph never moved far from where they lived as youths.
Between 1869 and 1873, Mahala J. Thomas and husband
sold land having belonged to Peter Bragg. Numerous
deeds in Worth County were recorded for this couple. In
March 1874, there was a Mortgage Deed showing Joseph
Thomas as the Grantor and L. & John Jackson as Grantee
for a saw mill. Other land transactions clearly indicate the
couple continued farming and maintaining good timber,
and pasture for their livestock. When Mahala died in 1919,
Joseph left his farm, going from house to house to live with
his children.
Joseph was a helpful neighbor, presided at Dist. 1
school meetings, and befriended all who knew him. He
was fondly known to the community as “Uncle Joe” and
quoted in the local newspaper, with his thoughts on the
weather, events of the day, as well as telling how it was in
the old days. For example, on January 24, 1923, it was
reported, Uncle Joe says there’ll be no storm in Worth
County until after Feb. 10th…. It has been one of the
balmiest winters we’ve ever had, Uncle Joe says, and he
ought to know for he’s been here since Worth has been a
county. The story ends with, Come again, Uncle Joe.
Mahala, was often referred to as “Jane” by friends and
family. She was known for her skill in the use of native
herbs and plants in treating family illnesses. Mahala’s recipe for cough syrup exits today in her own hand writing.
The recipe containing barks, roots, foliage, oils, and flavorings was analyzed in the 1990s by the School of Pharmacy
at the University of Wyoming. They reported that many of
(Fletchall Continued on page 41)
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the ingredients are still used in cough syrup today. They
also noted, that the oil of sassafras used for inflammations
of the throat, air-passages, and stomach has been found to
be carcinogenic at doses normally used by man, prohibited
by the FDA as an additive, but is still used extensively in
herbal teas and other remedies. Some of her grandchildren
recalled being sent on foot or horseback to their grandmother’s house for cough syrup and home remedies.
The couple united in the Missionary Baptist Church—
Mahala’s membership beginning in 1867 according to her
obituary. Their funeral services were conducted at the
Grand River United Brethren Church of Christ built in
about 1894, adjacent to the Fletchall Cemetery where they
were buried, and would provide worship for many of their
descendants. A great-granddaughter, Hazel V. Thomas,
would become its minister in 1968 until it closed in 1982.
The birth year for some of their children varied as they
became adults. The enumeration of youth as recorded in
the Fletchall School Dist. No. 1 Record Book for 18761898 seems to provide the most accurate information. Ten
children, as follows, were born to Mahala Jane and Joseph
Thomas; only two preceded them in death:
1) WILLIAM HARRISON THOMAS (1866-1931) married 1st ELIZABETH MAYBELLE STARK (1868-1930)
on 3 May 1885. Elizabeth, a diabetic, was the daughter of
Sarah Parent and Charley Stark. In 1887, they moved to
Ness County, Kansas, remaining for one winter and nearly
starved to death. Their only child, Silas Harlan Thomas
(1887-1959) was born in Kansas. Silas married Grace Bertha Hardy (1886-1869). They had 4 children: Lester Earl,
Elva Alfred, Opal Elizabeth, and Hazel Vonceile. William
H. married 2nd Mrs. Jesse Johnson Key on 2 November
1930 a few months before his death.
2) SARAH “ANNA” THOMAS (1868-1954) married
MELVIN JOHN BRUMFIELD (1866-1938) on 9 March
1890. Melvin was the son of Margaret (Massa) and Burrel
Brumfield. Three children were born to this couple: Walter E. married Nellie M. Roven, Ernest C. married Mary O.
“Alice” Morris, and Fern married Oakely C. Ewart.
3) ELI THOMAS was 9 months old in the 1860 census:
he died in early childhood.
4) ELIZA ELIZABETH THOMAS (1871-1939) married
1st DAVID ROACH (1867-1930) on 3 April 1890. David
was the son of Mary A. (Tubaugh) and John R. Roach.
Eliza and David had 5 children: Perry married Clara B.
Miller, Angie Elizabeth m. Jess Hinsley, Stella Jane married Wm H. Miller, Lester Lee married Margaret E. Butler, Ray Edward married Lulu M. Miller Lavenburg, and
Minnie May may not have married. Eliza and David separated. Eliza, having lived in Nebraska, Iowa, Mississippi
and Missouri, had married 2nd Jacob (Jack) McLean, 3rd
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

Orian A, Clark, 4th Unknown Anderson, and 5th Frank
Whorlow. She was buried as Elizabeth Whorlow in the
Fletchall Cemetery.
5) RACHEL ALMIRA THOMAS (1872-1949), married
1st JOHN WESLEY WAUGH (1869-1926) on 3 November 1889, making their home at Redding, Iowa. John was
the son of Nancy Angeline (Laughlin) and Joseph Waugh;
he died of a diabetic coma. They had four children: Ethel
A. married to John C. Hunt, Angie Mae married to George
Elihu Baker, Jasper A. died in infancy, John (Guy) married Elva Agnes Ray. On 14 February 1926, Rachel married 2nd AMOS LEONARD SCAMMAHORN (18681949), her brother-in-law, a widower previously married to
her husband’s Waugh’s sisters, Martha Emma and Nancy
Ella. They moved to Apache, Caddo County, Oklahoma.
Both died from injuries following an auto accident near
Grant City, MO.
6) MARGARET J. (Maggie) THOMAS (1875-1893)
married THOMAS ‘HARVEY’ WAUGH (1861-1919) on
6 December 1891. He was a brother to John Wesley.
Maggie died when their daughter, Lillie Hester, was born.
Lillie married Ira Farnsworth; they had four children:
Ruby Belma, Gale Owen, Edgar Ira, Chancel ‘Virdo’, Cleo
Edwin.
7) JOSEPH ADAM (Add) THOMAS (1876-1963) married MINNIE BELLE WAUGH (1879-1949) on 3 February 1899. She was a sister to John and Thomas Waugh
married to her sisters. Add and Minnie had four children:
Nina, a diabetic, died at age 23, married John W. Payton,
Vernon Martin married Dorothy J. Rucker, Erma Edith
married Harry Zollman, Anna E. married Ben Zollman.
8) MARY MELISSA (Lissie) THOMAS (1879-1959)
married SAMUEL WILEY (1864-1950) on 8 January
1906. Samuel, born in Hancock County, Illinois, was the
son of James Wiley. Mary and Samuel had two children:
Clive F. married Mildred Sims, Cecil ‘Wayne’ married
(Fletchall Continued on page 42)

Call for Submissions
To produce The Journal, we need contributions from
our membership, submissions of any and all genealogical articles, photos, sketches, letters, profiles, research
tips, your story of a research incident—anything that
you think will be of interest to other genealogists. This
is the place for us all to share what we have learned and
discovered. We look forward to submissions from all
nine counties in the NWMGS community. Email submissions to admin@nwmogenealogy.com. Mail to P.O.
Box 382, 412 Felix, St. Joseph, MO, St. Joseph MO
64502. We can’t wait to hear from you!
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Betty Ray.

You Just Never Know What You Might
Find Out!

9) JOHN EDWARD THOMAS (1881-1941) married IVA
MINNIE WHITE (1885-1968) in about 1906. Iva’s parents were Wm and Harriet E. White. John and Iva had
three children: Isle ‘Dean’ married Carl Meek, Kenneth D.
married Molly Cable, Donald Hale died at birth.
10) MINNIE M. THOMAS (1883-1977) married BENJAMIN U. MATHEWS (1882-1966) on 18 April 1880. Ben
was the son of Olive B. (Leonard) and Charles Mathews,
but as a young child lived in the household of his stepfather, Lorenzo D. Nix. Two children were born to Ben
and Minnie: Lloyd Earl married Goldie Maison, Venita
Pearl married Bill Fitzgerald. 
Their first child, Clarence, was born October 7, 1906

Book Wanted
Karen Merrill Rice is searching for the book A Bridge To
Memories-Gentryville, Missouri-1984 by Wanda Goble. If you
know where a copy can be found that Karen can purchase,
please contact us: admin@nwmogenealogy.com.
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Johanna Louisa Frederika Beyer
A Woman of Character and an Early Kansas Pioneer
by Peggy Martin

America has been built not only
by the men we read about in history
books, but by pioneer women who
were adventurous, strong and courageous, who were willing to leave everything that was familiar to them, including families and sometimes civilized society, to head out into the unknown. The struggles they encountered and the privation they endured
most of us will never begin to know
or understand. But they had dreams
and hopes of a future, and an indomitable spirit with bravery born sometimes only of necessity. These were

women of great strength of character,
endurance and passion. They forged
many a wilderness, and made it possible for those of us born in today’s
world to come along behind, to see
them as role models, and reap the rewards of their tenacity and hard work.
My great-great-grandmother
Johanna Beyer was born in East Prussia (Ostpreussen), the northern and
easternmost part of Germany which
was located on the southern shore of
the Baltic Sea and was bordered by
Poland and Lithuania. She became a
Kansas pioneer in the early days of
Kansas statehood. I stand in awe of
what she did and who she was.
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The Ratcliff family:
Front row: Silas, Thomas, and Johanna.
Back row: Martha, Ada, Nell, Gussie

She was “only” a farm wife, but I
am amazed when I think of her story
and all the obstacles she faced in her
life. She was bold and brave; a
strong woman of true depth of character.
Like most of the women of her
time, she will never grace the pages
of history books, but these women
were among the nameless, faceless
thousands who made our country
great. They married young, brought
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Laura Josephine Blum
(Johanna Continued from page 43)

children into the world, nursed their
babies, and cared for their families by
working from sunrise to sunset. They
planted their gardens, canned produce, raised chickens for eggs, cows
for the milk, hogs for the meat. They
helped with the butchering. They
cooked huge meals for farm hands.
They made all the clothes for their
families by hand or with only a simple treadle sewing machine. They
laundered their clothes with homemade lye soap, in boiling water in
wash tubs sometimes hauling water
from wells or creeks. They worked
by candle light or hurricane lamp in
the evenings. They nursed the sick
and cared for the dying.
Their lives were built around their
families, their homes, their churches
and their communities. Their lives
consisted of hard work, but a great
sense of satisfaction. They had few
privileges, but took it all in stride.
They had their babies alone or with
the help of a neighbor. They fought
diseases, death, droughts, blizzards,
failed crops. But they had great faith
and hope. They were incredible
women. I have many of these women
in my ancestry; one of them was my
great-great-grandmother, Johanna
Louisa Frederika Beyer (Baer, Byer).
East Prussia’s farming country districts, particularly the wild, poor lands

of Masuria, were primarily agricultural and had a harsh climate: very hot
and humid in the summer and extremely cold in the winter. The people
farmed the land for large landowners
while remaining poor themselves.
Agricultural reforms and the abolition of serfdom brought about by the
Prussian Reform Movement undermined the sense of responsibility that
some large landlords felt towards their
dependents, leaving small farmers and
tenants unprotected from low prices,
cattle disease, failed harvests and a
harsh climate.
The decade from 1840 to 1850
brought misery – deaths from starvation, typhus and cholera. Emigration
became like a flood; from 1850 to
1870 almost one and a half million
people traveled westward away from
East Prussia in search of work. Some
left their homelands entirely.
It was into this kind of economic
and political climate that my greatgreat-grandmother, Johanna, was born
in 1853. Everything in East Prussia
was in turmoil with the recent reforms, and many changes in the people’s way of life were happening very
quickly. Johanna did not come from a
wealthy family. When asking the
question, “Why did she leave her
homeland?” the answer seems rather
evident: her family was probably one
of those struggling to survive poverty,
starvation, disease, and military conscription.
Another factor also played a major
part in Johanna’s drama. The United
States of America was expanding its
boundaries west. In May, 1854, one
year after Johanna was born, Congress
passed the Kansas-Nebraska Act. This
opened land to settlement, and homesteading fever began to take hold. In
Kansas alone, nearly fifty million
acres of virgin grassland became free
for the taking.
People of all backgrounds and nationalities, rich or poor, were entitled
to stake their claims, and own a share
of the land. On January 29, 1861,
Kansas was granted statehood. But, it
was not until after 1865, when the
Civil War ended, that the largest wave
of emigration to Kansas really began.
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From 1865 to 1875, nearly 50% of all
homesteaders moved westward with
their families to build homes, develop
communities, and start new lives.
This was a pivotal period of change
in America. Kansas was settled by a
steady stream of foreign immigrants
throughout the 1870’s and 1880’s. It
was during this period that the Kansas railroad companies assumed a
major role in the promotion of foreign immigration. Previously, the
federal government had granted these
companies vast tracts of land to facilitate the rapid construction of statewide railroad lines. Once the tracks
were laid and the railroads were running, the companies were all too
happy to sell their surplus lands at
very discounted prices. In order to
attract buyers, they sent agents
abroad to advertise inexpensive tracts
of land in Kansas, and to offer special
low transportation costs and freight
rates to prospective purchasers. In
those years, many thousands of disgruntled Europeans were ready to

Laura Josephine Blum age 17

leave their homelands.
Records indicate that Johanna came
to America in 1870, at the age of 17,
with her brother William (who was
one year younger than her and eligible for military conscription in Prussia). Undoubtedly, they were looking
to escape the poverty of their own
country, and perhaps had seen the
advertisements of the railroads for
free land in Kansas.
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“steerage” or third class which was all
from Prussia had traveled with them.
that they could afford. They were in
Johanna was young, impressionable,
the same area as the cargo. In steervulnerable, she did not speak English,
age, the passengers were crowded into
she knew nothing about the United
unsanitary conditions near the bottom
States, and she had just come across
of the steamships with absolutely no
the ocean on a huge steamship. She
amenities.
would have been tired, dirty, and perSteerage passengers
haps still recovering
were responsible for
from being seasick.
their own food, and
What she thought,
slept in whatever
how she felt is anyspace was available in
one’s guess. How
the hold of the ship.
she found her way in
Toilet facilities would
her new country, or
have been a chamber
knew what to do is a
pot with virtually no
mystery. But there
privacy but perhaps a
were millions just
sheet or blanket.
like her who were
Maybe there were
determined to make a
Gussie Ratcliff
bunks, and maybe
new life for them(Johanna Continued from page 44)
not—it depended on
selves. Somehow
Since they were farm people, this
the numbers of steerthey persevered. As
would have appealed to them. They
age passengers.
was relatively comwere used to hard work and privation.
It usually took about
mon, they stayed with
Nell Ratcliff Harris
With cheap fares, and help from the
two weeks to travel
groups of other immirailroad companies, they may have
the distance dependgrants from their own
decided to set out together for a new
ing on the weather. Many of the third
countries in rooming houses.
life in America as pioneers. An uncle
class passengers spent the entire two
It was in one such rooming house
or some other family memweeks seasick on their
in Ward 5, District 15, in Philadelber may have accompanied
bunks at the bottom of
phia, Pennsylvania, that Johanna met
them, but it is not recorded.
the ship. When the
Lewis Blum. He was from Bavaria,
It seems that perhaps
ships finally arrived,
so they had a common German lanJohanna’s mother had died
the steerage passengers
guage and background. He was a
very early in Johanna’s life
were allowed off only
machinist by trade. He was older
since census records indiafter the first and secthan she was by 13 years. How long
cate that she did not even
ond class passengers
(Johanna Continued on page 46)
know her mother’s name.
disembarked. They
Perhaps her father had also
were then hustled off to
died of typhus or cholera,
immigration officials
and that fact may have been
who looked at their
the impetus for the emigrapapers, briefly checked
tion from Prussia. At any
their health, and tried to
rate, the journey to America
take down their names,
was a decision that was
often difficult and often
made at least by Johanna
wrong because of the
and her brother William.
language barriers. The
At the same time, oceanic
immigrants were then
Thomas David Ratcliff
travel was becoming safer
sent on their way in a
and available to the masses. By 1870,
strange new country where they knew
a number of inventions including the
no one and had no idea what to do or
screw propeller, and the triple expanwhere to go.
sion steam engine made trans-oceanic
Johanna and her brother traveled in
travel and shipping economically visuch a fashion to their new country.
able, and thus began the era of cheap
They arrived in the Philadelphia,
and safer travel around the world.
Pennsylvania port for entry into the
Immigrants who came from Europe
United States. It is not known
to America typically traveled in
whether they knew anyone, but others
Martha Ratcliff Pollard
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he had been in America is uncertain, but perhaps he knew
some English.
She was young, single and pretty. Lewis was single.
Perhaps Johanna, her brother William, and Lewis decided
on a plan to travel to Kansas together to stake out a claim,
but they may have had to work somewhere for a time in
order to get money for supplies and train fare.
All of the details are unclear and may only be conjecture,
but records do find William 10 years later at the same carriage manufacturing company in Humboldt, Kansas, that
Johanna later worked for. William later moved to St.
Louis and gave up the idea of farming. Johanna kept in
touch with him throughout her life, and he often visited
her. I have pictures of him in later life with his own
daughter visiting with Johanna.
But I am getting ahead of myself. At some point in
Johanna’s story, romance enters the picture. At that time
in history, women had no independence whatsoever, and
no real hope of making a good living on their own.
Johanna may have been infatuated and in love, and saw
Lewis as an answer to her prayers.

She and Lewis were married in 1871 or 1872. They
worked for awhile to save up money. But Johanna became
pregnant. They may have been on a train bound for Kansas, or in a wagon working their way toward Kansas. But
they stopped in Joplin, Missouri, for the birth of their child,
Laura Josephine Blum, born December 5, 1873.
There is no way of knowing how long they stayed in
Joplin, but I do not think it was very long, since the Kansas
census record shows the little family in Cherokee, Cherokee County, Kansas, in March 1875, when Laura was one
year old, living with four other individuals in this remote

little town in the far southeastern corner of Kansas,
just across the border from Oklahoma. The small
village of Cherokee was also in a nearly straight line
across the border from Joplin, Missouri. Many Indians who were unhappy with the white men taking
their land still lived in this area.
What happens next is unclear. Based on family
stories told by my great-grandmother Laura, her father Lewis was killed by Indians sometime around
1876 or 1877 though there is no death record. At
that point in time, deaths were not recorded in the
relatively new state of Kansas. He had gone to find
work or to look for land to settle, leaving his family
behind, believing he would come back for them, but
he never did. So Johanna became a widow, on her
own, with a young child to bring up alone in a land
that was still largely a wilderness.
She moved away from Cherokee, Kansas, and
went north into Humboldt, Allen County, Kansas
where she found a job with the William Redfield
Carriage Manufacturing Company, as a household
servant and cook. Five Redfields lived in the family
household (three adults and two children ages two
and four), and seven other men and women (besides
herself and Laura) worked for the Redfields.
The 1880 Federal Census shows Johanna working as a servant and Laura going to school. I have an
incredible picture of Laura at about five years old
taken in Humboldt. She is wearing a ribbon in her
hair, and a cute little calico dress that her mother
(Johanna Continued on page 47)

Silas and Johanna Ratcliff with granddaughter Nellie Palmer
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made for her. She has chubby little
fingers and looks like a very serious
child.
According to Laura, the Redfields
were good to her and Johanna, and
Laura played with their young children while she lived with them.
Johanna lived with and worked for the
Redfields from the time Lewis Blum
died (1876-1877) until
1882. For about five or six
years she raised Laura as a
single mother.
During this time a carpenter named Silas Ratcliff
worked in Kingman County,
Kansas. He had been born
in Mill Creek, Fountain
County, Indiana and had
gone west to Kansas to seek
his fortune, and to lay his
claim or to buy land so that
he could farm. Somehow
along the way he and
Johanna met. He may have
taken a job at the carriage
company.
Silas was nine years older
than Johanna, and was a
hardworking, kind, good
man. They married on
March 14, 1882 when Silas
was 36 and Johanna 27.
Silas “adopted” Laura
(though she retained her
surname of Blum) and
raised her as one of his own.
Family stories (from Laura herself)
say that he never treated her any differently than the children that he and
Johanna had together.
Johanna and Silas continued to live
in Humboldt, Kansas from 1882
through 1885. They had their first
daughter Martha in 1883, and their
second daughter Gussie in 1884.
They moved north to the town of Indiana, Anderson County, Kansas in
1885. Johanna lost one infant in 1887,
but then had a daughter in 1889 whom
they named Ada Indiana, the name of
the town.
Silas must have been working hard
and had been saving his money for
many years because in 1890, they
bought 160 acres of land northeast of

Troy, in Doniphan County, Kansas
for four thousand dollars. Silas paid
cash. In Troy, they had another
daughter born in 1891, named Nell.
Finally in 1894, Johanna gave Silas a
son whom they named Thomas
David.
They built a large two story salt
box house on the land, planted an
apple orchard, raised chickens and

Ada, Gussie, Nell Ratcliff

dairy cows, and Silas was listed in the
Farmers Directory of Center Township - 3 South, Range 21 East as being a breeder of Spotted Poland
China Hogs, and Short Horn Cattle.
He also raised corn and wheat.
Johanna and Silas lived a long and
happy life together. Johanna spent
her entire life devoted to her family.
She cooked huge wonderful meals,
made beautiful clothing for her
daughters, made quilts, gardened,
canned vegetables and kept her chickens.
Silas was known and respected as a
good man in Doniphan County. Both
Johanna and Silas were involved in,
and loved their community. Johanna
worshipped at the German Evangeli-
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cal Lutheran Church in Troy.
Johanna’s dream to come to America and to have a good life came true,
not without the hard work of a pioneer and farm woman, but she was
never afraid of hard work. Silas was
able to have his dream of owning his
farm. He was a good husband, stepfather, father and grandfather. Together, he and Johanna had six living
children, 25 grandchildren, and unknown
numbers of great- and
great-greatgrandchildren, of which
I am one.
Silas died at his
home November 30,
1931, at the age of 85
years, 11 months and
18 days. Johanna went
on to live at her home
until she died December 31, 1943, at the age
of 90 years and 11
months. I have often
wondered what she
thought about both
World Wars in which
Germany was the villain. Thankfully, she
did not live to see the
day when East Prussia
was destroyed by the
Allied troops in May ,
1945, and was later broken apart, one half going to Soviet Russia,
and the other to Poland.
After her first 17 years in East Prussia, then traveling across the ocean on
a steamer, becoming a pioneer wife
whose husband was killed by Indians,
working as a single mother, and finally marrying the love of her life,
having the family and owning the
home of her dreams on a farm better
than she ever had growing up in the
hinterlands of East Prussia, Johanna
Louisa Fredericka Beyer Blum
Ratcliff was a happy, successful and
remarkable woman. Not all stories
turn out like hers. But I am so happy
that her life was good, and I am proud
to call Johanna my great-greatgrandmother. 
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Uncle Lick’s Frontier Woman
By Kathleen Ann (Griswold) King

William and Elizabeth Steffenberg

My mother’s brother
was Leonard Cunningham. He was also my
Godfather. We called him
Uncle Lick, because when
he was in elementary
school at Conception,
MO, he kept sneaking
licorice in his shirt pocket
and was caught taking
bites, and Sister made an
example of him.
Uncle Lick and I were
best buddies. Everybody’s family has one of
those uncles, one that you
have the most fun with,
because he either acts like
a kid himself or just lets
you get away with stuff your parents wouldn’t.
Every time we would meet, Uncle Lick would have
funny stories about our families or experiences they went
through. Every story varied so much from the last, and
brought up such unique characters, that I never got tired of
hearing him reminisce. He fascinated me and got me
hooked on wanting to know more about my family history.
He talked about his life, like his 17 years in the Navy, being Company Commander at San Diego, and actually being
in Pearl Harbor when it was bombed. And all about the
relatives that I missed meeting in my youth, or for being

About the book:
Frontier Woman by Walker D. Wyman was printed
by F. A. Weber & Sons, Lithgraphers, University of
Wisconsin-River Falls Press. April 1972 & March
1974.
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born too late getting into this
world in the first place.
Uncle Lick new EVERYBODY! He made yearly trips, if
not more, visiting relatives all
around the country, gathering
tales. He visited in Pennsylvania, California, Kansas, MinUncle Lick
nesota, Nebraska, Iowa, and
South Dakota. Of course, St Joe’s older relatives were
pretty darn interesting too, like great-great-aunts Kate and
Mayme, who ran a “boarding house” for the railroad men.
When it was our turn for a visit from Uncle Lick, he
started talking
about “Big
Grandma” who
had lived in South
Dakota. She was
his greatgrandmother. Her
name was Elizabeth (Jennewein)
WalterSteffenberg. She
was a tall and
wide woman who
came from Germany to Chicago,
to Rulo Nebraska,
to Conception,
finally settling on
a homestead north
of Philip, South
Dakota in 1907.
Her daughter
(Uncle Continued on page 49)

Kathleen King’s Frontier Woman Pedigree
Elizabeth Jennewein-WalterSteffenberg (Big Grandma)
(Kathleen’s reat-great-grandmother)
Mary Elizabeth Walter-Pfeifer (Pfiefer)
(Little Grandma) (Kathleen’s greatgrandmother)
Magdelene Elizabeth Pfeifer (Pfiefer) Cunningham-Gibson (Kathleen’s grandmother)
Catherine Elizabeth CunninghamGriswold (Kathleen’s mother)
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Frontier Woman
and

German Names

Steffenberg homestead, Elbon, South Dakota
(Uncle Continued from page 48)

Mary (Walter) Pfeifer-Brech was known to Uncle Lick as
“Little Grandma” as she inherited the petite French gene
from her father. Both lived out on the South Dakota prairie
as frontier women.
While he was telling me stories of Big Grandma, he
mentioned that he knew of a book that was written about
her entitled Frontier Woman. Some of his stories about her
were his personal recollections and some were passed
down, but some came straight from this book. I thought,
“How cool is that, that someone actually wrote this history
down... for .... me!” He didn’t have the book himself, but I
knew I had
to have one. He decided then
that he wanted one, too. He said
he would call a cousin he was
still in contact with at Philip,
South Dakota, to find this book
and get our copies.
After a local search cousin
Teddy Baye in Philip found
this book for sale at Wall
Drug off I-90. She purchased
three for us and mailed them
to Uncle Lick.
The next visit with Uncle
Lick was very special.
When he came to my home

Picture captions in Frontier Woman variously use
the names Steffenberg and Stuffenberg. It is possible
that the family name was originally Steffenberg, since
Ancestry.com contains no records of Stuffenberg, and
most available photos of the family are labeled
Steffenberg.
But since the family is German, another possibility
exists, something to remember for German names: the
German language contains umlauted vowels, but English typesetters had no umlaut in their type, so they
indicated an umlaut with an e, turning Stüffenberg
into Stueffenberg. To the American English ear, Stüffenberg sounds very much like Steffenberg, and
spellings were often “phoneticized.”
However, another possibility is that the name was
indeed Steffenberg, matching a city in Germany, and
associated with the royal family of von Steffenberg.
The royalty option seems to be likely, since Elizabeth
Steffenberg wrote this note on the back of a picture,
charming misspellings left intact:
“This was taken in Sept 28, 1930. I was born in Germany near the Rhine land 1851 on the 24 of July. My
Father and Mother were born there too. I am German
and Tierol decent. My Grandfather was decent from
Tierol also my Great Grandparents lived and died
there. They lived in a castle. My next birthday I will
be 80 years old if I live that long. Elizabeth Steffenberg” She lived to be 83 years old. (Frontier Woman)
If you have German names in your family history, remember the umlauted vowels. 
that day, he came just to bring me my two copies of Frontier Woman. We read through the little book to excerpts he
had marked, that referenced Big Grandma. Pretty neat
stuff! He told me more about her and brought a few little
pictures he had of her. He told me of a cousin in Stanberry
who knew a lot about her too, as this cousin’s parents were
in one of those photos. That last visit with Uncle Lick was
(Uncle Continued on page 55)

More About Frontier Woman
The book compiles the original notes and letters of Grace Fairchild, a school teacher and mother of nine children, who
came to Elbon, Standly/Haakon, South Dakota from Wisconsin in 1898. (Elbon is gone now, but was south of Millsville.)
Grace lived on the next homestead over from Elizabeth Steffenberg, resulting in these stories of her colorful neighbor.
An excerpt from the book: “She taught us how to make blood sausage and how to get the intestines ready for stuffing.
She turned the intestines inside out, washed them, and scraped off the inner lining. Then she put them in a tub of water
and washed them on a washboard just the way she washed clothes. The intestines were then turned right side out again
and washed once more. Now they were ready for stuffing. She attached one to her stuffing machine and after filling it
with sausage, pushed the lever down and filled the casing. This was repeated again and again until she had all the intestines filled with good meat seasoned with various spices. Somehow she had put together a smoke house and smoked all
her meat. Nothing but the squeal was lost when Old Lady Stuffenberg butchered a hog.” (Frontier Woman)
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Johanna Beyer’s Descendant
Might Surprise Her!
by Sara Markt

Note: The author is the great-great-great-granddaughter
of Johanna Beyer, whose story begins on page 43. Like
Johanna, Sara is a trailblazer.

I

decided to become an architect when I was about
eight years old. At the time, my family was renovating a
historic home and I had also gone through a session at
school where we learned about architecture and even came
up with plan ideas of how to reuse an older building
downtown. Something just clicked. Maybe it should not
have come as a surprise since I kept trying to make my
Barbie house work more efficiently and I stole my
brother’s Legos whenever possible. Whatever it was, this
need to create took over and I remember sitting for hours at
a time either looking through house plan books or drawing
my own.
I was fortunate, beyond measure, that my parents
encouraged me in this pursuit. They provided me the
house plan books to read, they bought me a drafting table
and all the tools with which to draw my plans. They took
me to exhibits on architecture. Most importantly, they
supported me 100% knowing full well that I was entering a
field that would be made more difficult by my being a
woman. Others helped me develop my interest, people like
my drafting teacher, who taught the lone female in his
Drafting 2 class with the sincerity of a man who believes
she has every right to be there, showing me construction
techniques when he recognized my determination to learn.
Fast forward a few years to college, more specifically
the School of Architecture, and I was happily surprised to
find my class divided almost equally between men and
women. Graduating and going to work in “the real world”
turned out to be a completely different ratio. I have been
working in St. Joseph, MO since 1999. At any given time
in town, an average of five or six women have been
working as architects, intern architects, or others directly
related to the field. I am proud to say that since 2007 I
have been the only licensed female architect in St. Joseph
and only two female intern architects work here. When
you broaden the scope to contractors and construction in
general, the proportions are even smaller!
Looking at those figures one might wonder what it’s
like to work in that environment. I can only remember a
few instances of blatant prejudice. One was while I
interned in college and my boss took me to a project site on
my very first day. The contractor chatted with my boss
and when he saw me, asked my boss if he got a new
secretary. I began to wonder at that moment what I had
gotten myself into. Other instances occur on a more
regular basis. When I answer the phone at my office, a
responsibility we all generally share, the caller often asks
to speak to an architect. The assumption is obvious that I
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

am not an architect and it bothers me that it is based on my
sex.
Fortunately, the amusing anecdotes outweigh the more
serious annoyances. There was the school project when I
walked the job site to monitor construction, taking pictures
to record the progress, and the workers asked if I was
taking pictures for the yearbook. I have walked up behind
workers who were talking while doing their work and they
stopped completely and started apologizing when they saw
me, because their language was on the coarse side.
Oftentimes on the job site I get asked if I am an interior
decorator. The workers on-site do not quite know yet what
to do with a “girl” walking around— obviously. Though
most clients and project managers treat me equally, I do
feel that I have had to work twice as hard to prove myself,
being both young and female.
I am used to being the only female in a meeting. I am
used to working with men all day. I almost forget I work
in a male-dominated field, and yet I’m encouraged. When
I talk with students, the number of girls interested in
becoming an architect is increasing. Girls need to see that
architecture, or any construction-related field for that
matter, is a viable career and boys should learn early on
that girls can build too. In our society, the struggle for
equality continues. I am proud to be part of that struggle
and hold out hope that one day a person’s sex will have
little to do with his or her choices. 
(Alien Continued from page 5)

who married foreign-born men, is that they lost their citizenship by marrying a man who was not an American citizen.”
Now, upon reading this, I realized that my grandfather
must not have become a naturalized citizen anytime after
his arrival in the USA in 1890 up until the time he married
my grandmother in 1914. I do recall seeing the paper issued to my grandfather when he tried to enlist for WWI.
He was denied but I can’t recall all the details. At any rate,
Grandma became an ‘alien’ when she married Granddad.
“In 1922, the Married Women’s Independent Citizenship
Act (commonly called the Cable Act) ended what was
called ‘derivative citizenship’ for American-born women.
It was not until 1936 that these women could reapply for
their citizenship” (I quote or closely paraphrase from the
article).
As I stated earlier, Granddad and Grandma became naturalized citizens in 1938 and 1939. Those dates match up
with the information learned about the Cable Act. There
are still a few pieces to the puzzle that only roughly ‘fit’
and need to be explored more, but all in all, I am quite
pleased with the way we were able to ‘solve’ the mystery
of Grandma being an “alien.” 
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Are Researching
The links below are active. If you receive The Journal electronically, click the link to contact the researcher. This list can also be
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Adkins................ Bob
Anderson............ Carroll Cousin
Armstrong .......... Mary
Arnold ................ Teresa
Arrasmith ........... Bryson Cousin
Bailey ................. Bob
Baker.................. S Adams
Bermond ............ Mary
Black .................. Richard
Blakely ............... Bryson Cousin
Blatchley ............ Evelyn
Bolliger .............. Connie Brax
Boydston ............ Bob
Boyer ................. Mary
Bretz .................. Karen
Brittain ............... Evelyn
Brown ................ Bryson Cousin
Brown ................ Evelyn
Brownlee............ Mary
Bullard ............... Sandy W
Burke ................. J Quinn
Burnett ............... Dan Morgan
Burri ................... Carolyn
Burris ................. Bryson Cousin
Carpenter ........... Evelyn
Carroll ................ Carroll Cousin
Carroll ................ Richard
Case ................... Evelyn
Clark .................. Janice
Corn ................... Karen
Creason .............. Dan Morgan
Cox .................... Sharon
Cox .................... Bob
Curley ................ Bryson Cousin
Davies ................ B Anslinger
Davis .................. Janice
Diamond/
Dimond .............. Teresa
Dickens .............. Bob
Donadio ............. Carolyn
Duncan ............... Bob
Dunford.............. Karen
...........................
Engemann
(NE KS) ............. Marla
Ewell .................. Bob

Evans ................. Carroll Cousin
Evins ................. Bill

McCoy ............... Connie
McKeoune.......... J Quinn
McKinney .......... Shirley
McNeely ............ Sandy W
McQueen............ Evelyn
Meadows ............ Bob
Mercer ................ B Anslinger
Mettler ............... Marla
Mitchell .............. Bryson Cousin
Morgan............... Dan Morgan
Moody................ Dan Morgan

Fallis.................. Sandy W
Fitzwater ........... Marla
Francis ............... Evelyn
Freeman ............ Mary
Gass ................... Richard
Hanke ................ Bryson Cousin
Harber ............... B Anslinger
Harrod ............... Sandy W
Harper ............... Richard
Harris ................ Richard
Hastings ............ Evelyn
Hathhorn ........... Marla
Haydon .............. Richard
Hedgbeth/
Hedgpeth ........... Bob
Henderson ......... Bob
Hill .................... Karen
Holzhauser ........ Bryson Cousin
Hughes .............. Marla
Hurst.................. Richard

Noland ............... Richard
Norris ................. Richard
Norris ................. Shirley
Ogle ................... Karen
Pile ..................... Sandy W
Pohl .................... Bryson Cousin
Punzo ................. Carolyn
Quigley .............. J Quinn
Quinn ................. J Quinn
Raez/Ratz ........... Karen
Rayhill ............... Marla
Reckard/
Rickard/Record .. Teresa
Redmond
(NE KS) ............. Marla
Reedy ................. Bob
Riggs .................. B Anslinger
Rogers ................ Evelyn
Ross ................... Richard
Rowland(s)......... B Anslinger
Rynn................... J Quinn
Russell ............... Bryson Cousin
Rutherford/
Reatherford ........ Teresa

Israel (NE KS)... Marla
Jackson .............. Janice
Jones.................. Bob
Kellison ............. Mary
Kent/Kempt ....... Teresa
Kindred ............. Mary
Kinnard ............. Sandy W
Kline.................. Marla
Knapp ................ Carolyn
Leland ............... Evelyn
Logan ................ S Adams
Lykins ............... Bob
Lysaught............ J Quinn

Sampson............. Bob
Schneider ........... Connie Brax
Sells ................... Bryson Cousin
Scholtz/Scholz/
Schultz ............... Teresa
Smith .................. J Quinn

MacAdams ........ Evelyn
MacCreary......... Evelyn
Martin................ Richard
Maupin .............. Bob
Maylen/Maylin.. Teresa
McCallan ........... Teresa
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Barnes ....................................13
Beaghler .................................13
Beagle .....................................13
Bearson ...................................55
Beason.....................................55
Bechter ...................................13
Bedford ..................................13
Beery .......................................18
Benedict ..................................40
Benefiel...................................28
Benny ......................................18
Berry ......................................13
Bever ......................................13
Beyer ..................... 43, 44, 47, 50
Bill ..........................................13
Birkner ....................................30
Black ..................... 29, 30, 31, 32
Blackburn ........................12, 13
Blatchley .................................11
Blum ..................... 44, 45, 46, 47
Boeh ........................................23
Boller ........................................7
Bonham ..................................13
Booher ....................................13
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Bradley..............................22, 23
Bragg.......................................40
Brauer .....................................22
Brech .......................................49
Brittain ....................................11
Brower .................. 20, 21, 22, 23
Brown .......................................3
Brumfield ................................41
Bryan......................................13
Buford .....................................29
Burns .................................11, 32
Burns ......................................13
Butler ......................................41
Byer.........................................44

Cable ................................ 42, 50
Cady ......................................... 3
Caldwell ................................ 13
Calhoun .................................. 35
Camp ..................................... 13
Carland ................................. 13
Carpenter ................................ 11
Case ........................................ 11
Cavan .................................... 34
Chambers ............................... 20
Chaminade ............................ 27
Chapman............................... 13
Charboneau ............................ 23
Chard .................................... 13
Checkley ................................ 13
Clark ..................................... 13
Clark....................... 20-23, 30-33
Clasby .................................... 13
Clements................................ 36
Cline ...................................... 13
Cobb ...................................... 13
Colbert.................................... 18
Colts....................................... 33
Coleman ......................... 8, 9, 18
Coleman .............................. 8, 9
Colville .................................. 13
Compton................................. 38
Cook ...................................... 13
Cormaney.............................. 13
Corrough .............................. 1, 2
Cox .................................. Credits
Craig ...................................... 13
Crockett ................................ 13
Crosby .................................... 18
Cross ...................................... 13
Cunningham ........................... 48
Dallemand ............................. 13
Dandurant............................. 42
Dandurant............................... 21
Danforth ................................ 13
Davis ...................................... 13
Dell......................................... 13
Deppen .................................. 27
Doffing ................................... 29
Donahue ................................. 30
Douglas .................................. 38
Douglas .................................. 39
Doyle ...................................... 10
Draper .................................... 30
Drinkard ................................. 24
Duncan .................................... 5
Durkee ................................... 13
Dwyer ...................................... 6
Earl ........................................ 27
Edwards ................................ 13
Eisiminger ............................. 13
Elam ....................................... 10
Elliott ............................... 12, 13
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Ellison .................................... 13
Ensor ...................................... 13
Ewart....................................... 41
Eychaner ................................ 13
Fairchild .................................. 49
Farnsworth .............................. 41
Ferguson ................................ 13
Fisher ..................................... 13
Fisher ...................................... 32
Fletchall ............................ 40, 41
Ford................ Inside front cover
Foresight ................................. 22
Forsyth .............................. 22, 23
Franks .................................... 12
Fry .......................................... 36
Frodsham............................... 13
Fulkerson ............................... 34
Fuller................................. 22, 23
Fulmer....................................... 1
Gable....................................... 18
Galbreath............................... 13
Gardner ................................... 38
Gasche .................................... 20
Geis ......................................... 16
Genther .................................. 13
Gerkin ....................................... 7
Gibson .................................... 13
Gilbert .................................... 13
Gilmour ................................. 13
Glazier ................................... 13
Goble ...................................... 42
Goodson .................................... 8
Goodson ............................... 8, 9
Gore ....................................... 13
Gould ...................................... 35
Gould ..................................... 36
Grades ..................................... 20
Gratz ......................................... 3
Gray ........................................ 10
Green ............. Inside front cover
Gregory .................................. 13
Griffith ................................... 28
Grimm ................................... 42
Griswold ................................. 48
Gunkle ................................... 19
Guy ......................................... 41
Hadorn ................................... 13
Hale......................................... 42
Hall ......................................... 11
Hall ......................................... 13
Hammond ................................ 8
Hardy ...................................... 41
Harrington....................... 10, 13
Harris ...................................... 45
Hartley ................................... 13
Harvey ................................... 13
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Heddens ..................................10
Henderson ..............................13
Heron .....................................13
Hibler ..........................15, 16, 17
Hickok ....................................13
Hickstein ...................................5
Hinsley ....................................41
Hogan......................................37
Holcomb .................................13
Holland.....................................6
Holmes ...................................13
Hope........................................18
Hornby ...................................13
Howard .....................................3
Howitt.....................................13
Hoy .........................................34
Humber ..................................13
Humphrey ..............................13
Hunt ........................................41
Hutchcraft ....................... Credits
Jackson.....................................6
Jackson....................................40
James.............. Inside front cover
Jenkins ...................................13
Jennewein ...............................48
Jobes .........................................8
Johnson .............................30, 41
Johnson ..............................9, 13
Joy ..........................................13
Karth .......................................35
Kastendiek .............................13
Keeves ....................................13
Keller ..................................8, 13
Kelley .....................................13
Kellogg ...................................13
Kelly .................................17, 37
Keltner .....................................8
Kendall .....................................8
Kent.........................................22
Kinder ....................................13
King ........................................48
Kinzer.....................................13
Klipfel .....................................40
Kramper ....................................5
Lambright ..............................13
Landes ............ Inside front cover
Landess ..................................13
Lash ........................................13
Latham .............................12, 13
Laughlin ..................................41
Lavenburg ...............................41
Laycock...................................31
Lee ..........................................13
Leonard ...................................42
Lewis ........................................8
Limerick.................................13
Long ........................................23
Loomis ......................................8
Lyle .........................................13

Maison ................................... 42
Manley................................... 13
Maris ..................................... 13
Markt ...................................... 50
Martin..................... 5, 29, 41, 43
Martin ................................... 13
Massa ..................................... 41
Masters .................................. 34
Mat ......................................... 55
Matthews ................................ 42
May ........................................ 55
McClellan .............................. 13
McCoy ........................ Credits, 5
McDaniel ............................... 13
McKnight .............................. 13
McLean ................................. 13
McLean .................................. 41
Mead ...................................... 11
Meek ...................................... 42
Memerin ......................... TOC 2
Merritt................................... 56
Messick .................................. 12
Miller ......................... 12, 13, 39
Miller ............................... 38, 41
Miner ..................................... 13
Minick ................................... 36
Minor ................................... 3, 4
Mohnke .................................. 22
Mollus ............................. Credits
Montgomery.............. Credits, 21
Moore .................................... 27
Morris..................................... 41
Moutray .................................. 40
Mueller ................................... 55
Mullinix ................................... 6
Munkres ................................ 13
Myers ..................................... 23
Mytton ..................................... 8
Nance ..................................... 13
Nash ................................. 1, 2, 4
Nealeigh................................. 13
Nelson .................................... 13
Nelson-Sproat ................. Credits
Nichols ..................................... 3
Nix ......................................... 42
Norris ...................................... 8
O’Neill ..................................... 6
Oliver..................................... 13
Oller ....................................... 40
Ortega....................................... 5
Osthemier ............................... 29
Ourada ............ Inside front cover
Owens .................................... 13
Ozenberger ........................... 13
Palmer .................................... 46
Parent ..................................... 41
Parker ..................................... 23
Pattee ...................................... 11
Patterson ............................... 13
Payton .................................... 41
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Pentz ................................... 8, 10
Peter ....................................... 12
Peterson ................................. 13
Pfeifer..................................... 48
Pfeifer ............................... 49, 55
Phelps ..................................... 13
Philibert .................................... 5
Philo ........................................ 20
Pfiefer ..................................... 48
Pfiefer............................... 49, 55
Pilcher ............ Inside front cover
Pollard..................................... 45
Posten ..................................... 13
Potter......................................... 8
Potter ....................................... 6
Prinz........................................ 18
Prinz ....................................... 18
Pritchett................................... 23
Pritchett-Boeh ......................... 23
Proffit ..................................... 13
Pyle ......................................... 13
Queen ..................................... 27
Quinlan ................................... 15
Quinn ........................................ 7
Ralph...................................... 13
Randolph................................. 10
Ratcliff .................. 43, 45, 46, 47
Ray.......................................... 41
Reaugh ................................... 13
Redfield ............................ 46, 47
Reece ...................................... 13
Rice ......................................... 42
Richardson ............................ 13
Ricketts ................................... 38
Ricketts .................................. 39
Riddle ....................................... 5
Roach ..................................... 13
Roach ...................................... 41
Roberts................................... 13
Robins .................................... 13
Rogers .................................... 13
Rogers ..................................... 22
Roosevelt .................................. 3
Ross .................................. 2, 3, 4
Roven ...................................... 41
Rucker..................................... 41
Runyan .............................. 14-19
Runyon ................................... 15
Sampson ................................. 10
Saunders ................................ 12
Scammahorn ........................... 41
Sheehy .................................... 17
Scheffler ................................. 13
Schenk.................................... 13
Schiller ..................................... 8
Schmitt .................................... 17
Schneider .................................. 7
Schopfer ................................. 13
Scott ....................................... 13
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Scott ........................................20
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Selecman ................................13
Sexton .....................................13
Shanks ....................................13
Shineman ...............................13
Shipps ...................................1, 2
Sidenfaden ................................9
Sievens ....................................28
Sims ........................................41
Small .......................................11
Snider .....................................28
Snowden .................................13
Snowden .................................29
Southington ...........................42
Sparks ....................................13
Spicer .....................................13
Spillane.....................................6
Spohn .....................................13
Squire .....................................13
Squires ...................................39
Staley ................................12, 13
Stanton ......................................3
Stark .......................................13
Stark ........................................41
Steffenberg ..................48, 49, 55
Steidley .............................12, 13
Stephens ...........................12, 13
Stephenson .......................12, 13
Strasser ..................................13
Strong .....................................13
Stuart .....................................13
Stuffenberg .................48, 49, 55
Stüffenberg..............................49
Sutton ......................................29
Sylvester ...................................2
Tate.........................................13
Tayloe ...................................2, 4
Tebbs ......................................13
Tegeler ......................................5
Temple ....................................18
Tharp .....................................13
Thomas ................. 29, 40, 41, 42
Thompson ..............................13
Tilley.......................................13
Todd .......................................13
Townsend................................11
Townsend ...............................13
Townshend ................................3
Trapp ...............................12, 13
Tubaugh ..................................41
Turbak ......................... Credits, 1
Turner ..............................13, 33
Tuschick..................................55
Utz ............................................8
Ueligger ..................................13
Ulrich .....................................13
VanVacter ...............................23
Vaughn....... Inside front cover, 7

Wachtel ........................... 12, 13
Wade ..................................... 13
Wakefield .............................. 13
Wallace .................................. 10
Walter............................... 48, 49
Walton ................................... 13
Waugh .................................... 41
Weber ..................................... 48
Wellman ................................. 11
Wells ...................................... 13
Wetze ..................................... 28
Weymann ............................... 10
Whitchurch ........................... 13
Whisler ................................... 17
White .................................. 5, 42
White ..................................... 13
Whitmore .............................. 13
Whorlow ................................ 41
Wiley ...................................... 41
Williams ................................. 11
Wilson ...................................... 1
Wilson ............................... 1, 13
Woodcock.............................. 13
Woods .................................... 13
Wyatt ..................................... 34
Wyman ................................... 48
Zemanek ................................. 40
Zollman .................................. 41
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Snyder ................ Karen
Spain .................. J Quinn
Steers ................. B Anslinger
Stephens ............. Vivien
Stevenson ........... Mary
Stillwell .............. Shirley
Sutton ................. Richard
Swan .................. Connie Brax
Tandy ................. Bill
Tobin .................. Sandy W
Todd ................... Bob
Toms/Tombs ...... Bob
Underwood ........ Bob
Vaughn............... Janice
Vogel ................. Mary



Watkins .............. Sandy W
Westbrook .......... Janice
Wigger ............... Mary
Williams............. B Anslinger
Willis ............ Pamela Montgomery
Wilson ................ B Anslinger
Wilson ................ Evelyn
Wood ................. Evelyn 
St. Joseph Herald
July 19, 1884
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Corrections to Fall 2012
Volume 32, Number 2

Correction #1:

Page 24: corrected identity of Harry “Jack” Mueller (aka Jack Tuschick) at
Spring Garden in 1934, 1935, and 1936. Submitted by Sandi Baker

Correction #2:
From Sandi Baker: “My Mother
didn’t go to Spring Garden, just my
Dad. My Mother’s was probably in
Neely, Nebraska.”
Correction #3:
All instances of the name Bearson
should be Beason, page 4 and index.
Correction #4:
Page 23, identified at Diane Mat.
Correct name: Diane May.

(Uncle Continued from page 49)

my last visit. Only four days later, he unexpectedly died.
Frontier Woman was my very first step in researching
my families. I started in 1992, with that interesting little
book that told of the humor and hardships of life on the
prairie, and remembering the stories Uncle Lick told me
about Big Grandma. Four years ago, I finished compiling
Pfeifer-Steffenberg family history/scrapbooks for each of
my remaining siblings. I invited them to dinner and gave
out the scrapbooks. While we were going through them
together, page by page, I came to Big Grandma’s section. I
said, “This is my favorite Grandma.” My sister Mary said,
“I don’t know that grandma!” “Well,” I said, “now you
will.”
Uncle Lick...thanks for the memories. 
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